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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the importance of time to

(contractual) performance, technological uncertainty, and

firms' reputation in determining contractual tightness of

aircraft engine contracts negotiated between the Air Force

and defense contractors. Utilizing the type of price

selected by these contracts as a proxy for contractual

tichtness, I defined contractual tightness as a measure of

ex ante specification or a measure of how much the price is

"nailed down" at the outset of the contractual relationship.

Using a relational approach to contracting, this paper seeks

to test, using formal econometric procedures, the importance

of time-to-performance, firms' reputation, and technological

uncertainty in determining contractual tightness measured by

the type of price selected ex ante between the Air Force and

aircraft engine defense contractors. Forty-four data points

for this analysis came from thirteen Air Force contracts

that procure a certain type of aircraft engine from two

defense contractors. -The results significantly support the

relational contracting argument that as time-to-performance

and technological uncertainty increase, contractual

tightness decreases but when a firm's reputation worsens,

contractual tightness increases which suggests that Air

lc-rce engine 7ot,tracts are being written in an economically

feasible manner. The empirical results also are quite
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robust to different estimating techniques. This suggests

the relational approach to contracting does provide a useful

framewoLk for analyzing long-term contractual relationships

and is worthy of further attention by economists.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Economists and lawyers have noted that many long-term

contracts written today leave certain terms and conditions

to future negotiation at the time of contractual performance

(Crocker and Masten, 1988b). For example, it is quite

common to see decisions relative to price or quantity

intentionally deferred until contractual performance begins

(Goldberg and Erickson, 1987). The reasoning behind this

idea is a desire by parties to contracts to avoid

conbtraining themselves at the outset of the contractual

relationship to actions that may be inappropriate during

contractual performance. When parties to contracts are

disadvantaged in this manner, they may elect to pursue

costly efforts to evade contractual performance (Goetz and

Scott, 1981). Some examples of this noted in the economic

and law literature on contracting include capitalizing on

ambiguous terms, withholding irrelevant information, and

failing to cooperate in the other party's performance

(Crocker and Mabten, 1988b, Goetz and Scott, 1981 and

Summers, 19C8). Unfortunately, when contracts leave terms

and conditions to future negotiation, opportunistic behavior

by parting to the contract may occur to effect a

redistribution of the gains from trade. Bargaining on a
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regular basis, in this case, may be very costly if parties

engage in the strategic pursuit of rents.

The discussion above suggests a tradeoff must occur at

the outset of the contractual relation in the design of

these long-term contracts between flexibility and precision.

7lexibility is needed to avoid constraining firms to

inappropriate behavior at the time of contractual

performance. Conversely, precision is needed to limit

strategic pursuit of rents by parties during contractual

performance. Utilizing data obtained from Air Force

contracts, I hope to test some of these basic theories of

c.trat design using the relational approach.

Specifically, I am interested in whether or not firm

reputation and technological uncertainty affect the trade

off ex ante between contractual flexibility and precision,

and if so, how they affect it.

There is substantial interest among economists and

lawyers on the economics of contractual design. In

particul? , the economic and law literature notes that a

class of long-term contracts have evolved as a mode of

;rganization for firms doing business together (Williamson,

1079, Klein et.al., 1978 and Crocker and Masten, 1988b).

Williamson (1979) notes: "if transaction costs are

negligible, the organization of economic activity is

irrelevant, since any advantage one mode of organization

appears to hold over another will simply be eliminated by



costless contracting" (p. 233). He goes on to explain that

firms identify and use the most economical governance

strilctu-e where governance structure means an institutional

framework within which the transaction is conducted. Klein

et a!. specifically identify the problem of opportunistic

behavior as a form of transaction costs (Klein et al. 1978,

p. 301,. They give examples of opportunistic behavior, and

show that it must be both acknowledged and dealt with by

firms deciding on a mode of organization for conducting

business. Why then, given the costs of opportunistic

behavior, have long-term contracts evolved? Why not

internalize all opportunistic behavior through vertical

integration? As Williamson (1979) and Klein et al. (1978)

point out, the efficient organization of economic activity

entails matching governance structures with transactional

cha-racteristics in a discriminating way. This suggests

long-term co1.tracts have evolved because they are an

efficient mode of organization for a particular type of

transaction. They facilitate exchange, particularly when

substantial complexity and uncertainty are characteristics

of the transaction and the costs (both administrative and

financial) of internalizing the transaction are prohibitive.

Most of the empirical work on contracting is recent and

centers ron contractual duration and design. Joskow (1987)

first established a relationship between contract duration

and relationship-specific investment in long-term coal

3



contracts. He found buyers and sellers do make longer

commitments to the terms of future trade at the outset, and

rely less on repeated bargaining, when relationship-specific

investments are more important. Crocker and Masten (1985,

1989a) established that a tradeoff between the design and

duration of long-term natural gas contracts does occur.

They noted agents were more reluctant to enter into a long-

term contractual agreement when faced with the prospect of

inefficient adaptation, so that is an important

consideration in the design of contractual terms in

contracts between natural gas producers and pipeline owners.

Goldberg and Erickson (1987) then provide a case study

analyzing the design of pricing and quantity provisions in

petroleum coke contracts. This article provides significant

insight into solations that contractual parties devise in

resolving problems of coordinating across organizational

boundaries.

Recently, Crocker and Masten (1988b) continued their

research on contractual design by looking at the processes

parties utilize to adjust prices in long-term natural gas

contracts. They adopt a "relational" approach to analyzing

contracts, where contractual terms are often left

purposefully incomplete. The degree of incompleteness is

determined by the characteristics of the transaction. In

particular, they found that renegotiation provisions were

generally selected over redetermination provisions the

4



longer the duration of the contract. They also found that

the negative relationship between price and quantity

flexibility is consistent with a reduction in evasion costs

when the possibility of mutually advantageous price and

quantity modifications exists within the contract.

ThIs recent empirical work on contracts utilizing the

relational approach has been successful in testing some of

the assertions of relational contract--particularly the

claim that contracts may be left incomplete at the outset

intentionally. Unfortunately, the nature of the data set

employed for this analysis primarily limited empirical work

to the areas of contractual duration and pricing

flexibility. Firm specific characteristics such as

reputation and its effect on contract design have not been

tested. Technological uncertainty and its effect on

contract design has not been tested as well. It is in this

area of relational contract that I seek to make a

contribution.

This paper begins with a discussion of the relational

approach to contracting and its applicability in analyzing

Department of Defense weapons acquisition. A discussion of

federal procurement regulations is included. The third

chapter explains the compensation arrangement or price of

these Air Force contracts and details my hypotheses. The

fourth chapter describes the data collection process and the

proxies used for measuring dependent and independent

5



variables. The fifth chapter discusses the methods and

results of empirical estimation followed by the conclusion

in the last chapter.
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Chapter 2

CONTRACTING THEORIES: APPLICABILITY TO DEFENSE CONTRACTS

The first section briefly details the classical and

neoclassical approaches to contracting. Next is a

discussion of the relational approach to contracting

followed by a brief description of Department of Defense

weapons acquisition.

2.1. Review of Contracting Theories

Economic theory has led us to believe that contracts

are very precise, mechanically-enforced documents; yet, we

find in reality that contracts often leave many terms and

conditions to future determination. Through experience,

econoists have learned that when uncertainty about what

constitutes optimal behavior is great at the time of

contractual performance, it may be better to leave aspects

of that performance to future determination rather than

constrain agents to specific yet possibly unsuitable actions

at the outset.

For example, consider an individual planning to build a

new home who must choose between two home building

contractors whose quality of construction is equal. The

first contrdctor has a "good" reputation in the community

7



and he is considered to be fair in adjusting price when

homeowners change architectural drawings of their home after

construction has started. In general, contractor one is

considered by the community to be honest in dealings with

customers. Conversely, contractor two has a "bad"

reputdtion in the community even though his work is equal in

quality to contractor one: he is very difficult to deal

with (i.e., changes after construction begins means price

substantially increases) relative to pricing adjustments,

for example, when customers "change their minds" concerning

quality or color of carpets, types of drapes and appliances,

etc. In general, contractor two is considered by the

community to be opportunistic in his dealings with

customers. Certainly, a new home owner would feel more

comfortable leaving certain terms and conditions such as

price adjustment procedures to future determination with

contractor one, but not with contractor two. With

contractor two for example, one would expect to see in his

contracts very specific procedures at the outset for price

adjustments to contract price after contractual performance

begins. With contractor one, one would not expect to find

in his contracts price adjustment procedures as detailed

relative to contractor two or perhaps not see price

adjustment provisions at all.

In addition to reputational effects on contract design,

temporal and technological uncertainties may also affect

8



contractual design. Continuing the house example, if one

contracts now to build a new home five years from now, there

is considerable temporal uncertainty regarding costs of

labot and material, and consumer tastes which may change

relative to the design of the home. Also, technology in new

home construction may significantly change, thus

necessitating a change in price at the time of contractual

performance. In either case, one would expect to see

contractual terms and conditions left to future

determination rather than disadvantage either the new home

ccntractor or the customer at the time of contractual

performance. In summary, practical experience suggests that

long-term contracts are not all precisely written,

mechanically-enforced documents; instead, they are documents

that have evolved into instruments which leave many

contractual terms to future determination because of

increased complexity and uncertainty in a long-term

contracting environment. To more formally address this

insight, we now examine the evolution of contract law and,

in particular, the role of contractual incompleteness in

exchange relationships.

2.1.1. The Classical Approach

Classical contract law facilitates exchange by

separately detailing all aspects of the contracting process

9



at the outset by prespecification of all economically

relevant contingencies. Specifically, the original

agreement provides for all terms and conditions to be

specified ex ante; thus, the original agreement clearly

specifies all contractual parties intentions relative to the

transaction at the outset, leaving few reasons for

contractual modifications after contractual performance has

begun. According to Williamson (1979), classical contract

law implements prespecification through legal rules, formal

documents (written) as opposed to informal (oral), and self-

liquidating transactions (p. 236). Third party

participation (e.g., arbitration) is discouraged because the

original intentions of the contractual parties is specified

ex ante and courts mechanically enforce those intentions in

resolving disputes according to the classical approach.

Finally, the identity of the parties to a transaction is

irrelevant, because neither party to the contract makes

substantial capital investments specific to this transaction

(i.e., transaction-specific investment imply the value of

alternative uses of this capital ex post would be

significantly lower than the value of the capital when used

as originally intended); hence, classical contract law

corresponds with the ideal market transaction in economics.

I Williamson (1979) provides a detailed discussion of
classical contract law, and, in particular, transaction-
specific investments.

10



2.1.2. The Neoclassical Approach

Unfortunately, in an economic world of ever increasing

complexity and uncertainty, classical contract law does not

fit the need of every transaction--particularly a

transaction covering several time periods. In this

instance, prespecification of all economically relevant

contingencies may be prohibitively costly since all

contingencies necessitating contract adaptation cannot be

anticipated ex ante. Williamson (1979) notes this leaves

economic agents with three alternatives: first, one could

forgo such transactions altogether; a second alternative

might be vertical integration; a third alternative might be

a contracting relation which provides additional controls to

prevent contractual firms from acting opportunistically

during contractual performance yet preserves trading

(p.237). The third alternative is referred to as

neoclassical contracting by Williamson (1979). As Macneil

fl978) observed: "two common characteristics of long-term

contracts are the existence of gaps in their planning and

the presence of a range of processes and techniques used by

contract planners to create flexibility in lieu of either

leaving gaps or trying to plan rigidly" (p. 865). In this

case, third-party assistance, such as arbitration, may have

advantages over litigation in resolving disputes and

evaluating contractor performance while serving those

11



functions of flexibility and gap filling. Hence,

neoclassical contract law recognizes that economic agents

negotiate in a complex world, that agreements are improper

due to bounded rationalit!* , and that all parties to a

contract have confidence in contractual clauses which are

designed to settle disputes. Also, when arbitration is

utilized, the neoclassical approach to contracting assumes

that contractual performance will be completed, whereas if

litigation is pursued in resolving disputes, contract

completion is a much weaker assumption. Finally, the

reference point for effectinq contract adaptation is the

original agreement, not the contractual relationship as it

stands at the time of contractual adaptation.

2.1.3. The Relational Approach

"The pressure to sustain ongoing relations 'have led to

the spin-off of many subject areas from the classical, and

later the neoclassical, contract law system, e.g., much of

corporate law and collective bargaining.' Thus,

progressively increasing the 'duration and complexity' of

contract has resulted in the displacement of even

neoclassical adjustment processes by adjustment processes of

See Williamson (1975) for a definition of bounded
rationality which he characterizes as behavior that is
intendedly rational, but only limitedly so. In other words,
we cannot foresee all contingency claims.

12



a more thoroughly transaction-specific, ongoing-

administrative kind" (Williamson, 1979, p. 238).

specifically, as the identities of contractual parties

involved in a contractual relationship becomes important,

more pressure is applied to the relationship according to

the neoclassical approach to contracting to complete

contractual performance. This is because one or both

parties to the contract have substantially invested in both

human and physical capital that is specific to this

particularly transaction. The value of an alternative use

of this capital is quite low since the capital was specific

to a particular transaction; also, since the nature of the

transaction is very specific, the buyer would find it

difficult to locate alternative sources of supply quickly.

Thus, contract completion is paramount to maintaining or

improving each parties' financial positions. Therefore, a

contractual relationship where the reference point is not

predominantly on the original agreement as it is in

neoclassical contracting, but rather on the entire

relationship as it evolves over time is more appropriate to

sustain long-term contractual relationships. As Williamson

(1979) notes, "the fiction of discreetness ib fully

displaced as the relation takes on the properties of 'a

minisociety with a vast array of norms beyond those centered

on the exchange and its immediate process'" (Williamson,

1979, p. 238). Accordingly, my perception of the relational

13



approach to contracting is based upon this concept of

relational exchange- which encompasses a transaction-

specific investment thus having direct implications for

long-term contract design and duration.

Even though relational contracts are designed to

promote efficiency by securing appropriable quasi-rents4 ex

ante, opportunism- still abounds during contractual

performance. Thus, contracts provide a framework or

structure at the beginning of the relationship that (1)

specIfies procedures to be followed for future adaptation,

and (2) sets the rules at the outset for the contracting

parties competition ex post over transactional surpluses.

Thus, the relational approach views contracts to be more

than just instruments which define the terms and conditions

at the outset of the contractual relation, but, in addition,

are designed to reduce costs associated with resolving

disputes and governing the exchange.

Viewing contracts from the relational exchange

Macneil (1985) formally defines relational exchange (in a
behavior context) as the everyday working of exchange
relations and transactions where actors voluntarily enter
into the agreement to achieve the benefits of mutual
cooperation (p. 486).

Quasi-rents are the excess of the asset's value over its
value in its next best use. The potentially appropriable
specialized portion of the quasi-rent is that portion of the
quasi-rent, if any, in excess of its value to the second-
highest-valuing user (Klein et al., 1978, pp. 298-302).

Williamson (1979) defines opportunism as self-interest
seeking with guile (p. 234).

14



perspective, o[.ne finds that rational agents may leave terms

and conditions of the contract to future determination. As

the contrao-ting environment becomes more complex and

uncertain, contractual terms are often left unspecified ex

ante to avoid constraining the contracting parties at the

outset to actions that may be inappropriate at the time of
cont-actual performance. Constraining a party to

inappropriate actions at the time of contractual performance

may lead to costly efforts to evade performance by the

disadvantaged party. In many long-term contracts, it is

common to see contractual terms and conditions such as

price, quantity, procedures for acceptance of product by the

buyer, and delivery destination of finished product by the

buyer left to future determination. Leaving terms and

conditions to future specification though invites various

forms of strategic behavior during future renegotiations

which dissipate rents accruing to the exchange. This may be

particularly true if legal channels are pursued as a formal

means of strategic behavior to effect a redistribution of

the appropriable quasi-rents.0

At this point, it becomes important to ascertain what

This does not mean to imply that less formal means of
strategic behavior such as capitalizing on ambiguous terms
or withholding relevant information do not dissipate rents
accruing to exchange. They in fact do; however, in these
cases, contract performance may be somewhat evaded but
perhaps not stopped completely. Contract performance,
though, may be severely impaired or halted if disputes are
resolved through litigated outcomes.

15



role itlgation plays in relational contracting. Is it

emerely a (socially undesirable) negotiation tactic or in

fact are litigated outcomes prevalent in relational

contracting for effecting (efficient) contract adaptation?

In the pas', courts have not mechanically-enforced

c-ontractors' original intentions. For example, if a

contractor is litigating a claim for damages, that

cr-ntractor must provide "proof with reasonable certainty"

that. actual damages have occurred (Crocker and Masten,

1988b, p. 4). In the case of justifying lost income for

example, it is sometimes quite difficult to quantify income

that perhaps was earned but not actually received which

suggests awards may at times be lower than optimal; in

addition, adjudicating a claim can be very costly which

suggests resources used for litigation may be more optimally

spent in resolving disputes nonjudicially. This does

suggest litigation is viewed more as a negotiation tactic

which seems to be further supported by the fact that few

disputes are totally resolved through litigated means.

Given the relational contract perspective of litigation

being primarily a negotiation tactic, do disputes resolved

by litigated outcomes between relational contracting parties

inply that in these cases relational contracting is always

suboptimal? To put this another way: can the relational

approach to contracting in which optimal contracts are

incessarily incomplete support litigated outcomes as an

16



efficient, effective method in solving contract adaptation

di putes? If contracting parties can effectively separate

this formal means of strategic behavior and the continuing

peif::riance allowing performance of the contract

to ,ontinue, then litigaton could be a desirable method to

res7 v f-tu- dspute arising from contractual

2-icpleteness. The attempt to effect d fedistribution of

the appr1p -Iab e quasi-rents can be effectively "tied off"

._nd separated from contractual performance through a
contractal specification designed to identify disputes and

tr provide instructions or procedures on how contractual

S....r...ane is to proceed durinc _-e, resolutions, and
o litgatd decisions IFrom such disputes will be

p t into the conti r- appropriate time. In

ummary, litigation may be bad if it is a bargaining tactic;

it may be good if it permits separation of performance

1 ] fe division of transactional surpluses.

It should be clearer now that the relational approach

For example, within major government agencies are
administrative Board of Contractor Appeals which represent
the first level of appeal (e.g., before using the United
States Appelate Court) for a public contractor relative to
a government contracting officer's decision concerning a
J :-te. These boards were authorized and designed by the
'>,vernment to specifically separate disputes from

- crraIce of contracts. According to Alston et. al., the
-tact Disputes Act of 1978 authorized these boards to
m. j-a: 1elief that would be available to a litigant

ss ting a contract claim in the Claims Court ....
SJ,.pe'i- performance cannot be ordered"

17



L .oni. -:-..-g, ce ',some term. and conditions to future

determlnatlor, i:nvites variou'i :orms of strategic behavior

formal and informal) in pursuit of appropriable quasi-

re:ts. How then are relational contracts designed to

nomcze on. the ,::ts associated with resolving disputes,

ad ap tcng litigated outcomes into the relational exchange,

-d ei ngj the excbange itself? To do this, a relational

rtract must effect a tradeoff between flexibility, which

Clo. for contract adaptation, and opportunism, which calls

fr a more precise contract. Crocker & Masten (1988b)

Generally, the value of flexible, more
relational exchange is enhanced the more
difficult it is to define obligations due to
the complexity of the transaction or its
environment. Conversely, environments where
opportunism is expected to be rife or where
economic conditions are relatively simple and
static will tend to favor more precise
agreements. Ultimately, the degree to which
parties leave the details of performance to
future resolution will reflect the nature of
the transaction (p. 7).

This implies that contract design must limit the nature and

corpe of renegotiation in relatively open-ended agreements

by restricting either the set of permissible adjustments or

the process by which such changes are to be implemented.

For example, long-term contracts frequently and

intentionally defer decisions relative to price or quantity
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ex ante, but specify at the outset frequency and interval of

negotiations utilized in definitizing price or quantity.

In practice, contracting parties look at the attributes

of the relational exchange environment when considering

flexible (i.e., surplus-increasing adjustments) in contract

design, or more precise terms and conditions to discourage

opportunism, or rent-dissipating efforts to redistribute

existing surpluses. Some examples of these attributes which

continually affect relational exchange are economic,

political and technological uncertainty, perceptions of

contiracting parties' "reputation" by other parties to the

same contract, the degree of asset specificit in a

particular transaction by one or more parties to the

contract, and the degree of competition ex ante. These

attributes are exogenous to the relational exchange but have

direct impact on the endogenous terms and conditions in the

relational contract. For example, products produced under

great technical or political uncertainty require more

flexibility in contract design so gains from adaptation can

be realized by all parties to the contract as the product

matures or the political environment unfolds. On the other

hand, if one party in this situation is perceived to

Defined by Williamson (1983)--asset specificity is when
one or both parties in a relational exchange make
transaction-specific investments particular to that
exchange. These types of investments have lower values in
alternative uses (p. 522).
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negotiate in "bad faith," then, ceteris paribus, contract

design should be more precise relative to future

renegotiations to limit opportunism. The story told of the

new home builders in the beginning of this chapter

specifically applies here. one contractor is considered

hones: by the small community in his dealings with customers

while the other contractor is considered to behave

o0.oti sticalIy in his dealing with customers. In the

case of the opportunistic contractor, I would expect to see

more contractual precision at the outset in contracts

utilizing the opportunistic contractor relative to contracts
utilizing the "good" contractor; conversely, I would expect

to see less precision at the outset in contracts with the

"good" contractor thereby leaving more terms and conditions

to future determination.

Economic uncertainty also requires flexibility which is

often implemented through some type of economic price

adjustment mechanism tied in some fashion to price or cost

indices. Also, the higher the degree of asset specificity,

generally the higher the appropriable quasi-rent which means

opportunistic firms are willing to dissipate more rents to

gain d larger piece of the "pie" (appropriable quasi-rents).

This would suggest the appropriateness of a detailed and

precisely written relational contract to make it more

difficult fos opportunistic firms to evade performance. In

summary, relational contracting provides both contractual
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terms and conditions as well as a structure that establishes

prcoedures at the oatset for adapting exchange and resolving

disputes during contractual performance. Relational

contracts then serve to secure the terms of trade ex ante

while policing strategic behavior ex post. Finally, this

implies that not only the length but the design of contracts

may he influenced by contracting parties' desire to weaken

strategic behavior thus reaping the benefits of a relational

exchange.

2.2. Department of Defense Weapons Acquisition

The Department of Defense operates more than fifty-four

hundred installations worldwide and employs nearly 10% of

the U.S. work force making it one of the largest and most

complex business organizations in the world (Fox, 1988, pp.

7-S). The Department of Defense executes more than fifteen

million contracts per year (more than sixty thousand per

day) in developing and producing the most sought after

weapons and equipment in the free world (Fox, 1988, pp. 7-

S). Dollar wise, this amounted to $36.7 billion on defense

research and development and $85.8 billion on purchases of

weapons and equipment in production (procurement) in fiscal

year 1987 (Fox, 1928, pp. 7-8). Also, approximately $45

billion was spent on military construction, highly

classified programs, supplies and equipment, operations and
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maintenance, and some nuclear weapons development during the

same fiscal year 'Fox, 19S8, pp. 7-8). Perhaps more

importantly for my purposes, only a few firms can design and

produce many of these systems. Even though billions of

dollars are spent on weapons acquisition, only a few defense

contracting firms are the recipients of this money. Since

the Department of Defense does not build their own weapon,

long-term contractual relationships are utilized repeatedly

with the same contractors. Hence, Department of Defense

weapons acquisition provides a rare opportunity for

eripirically testing relational contract theory.

Since weapons have become more complex, the magnitude

and diverse sources of uncertainty in the weapons

acquisition process have increased. To operationalize the

definition of uncertainty, Peck and Scherer defined

uncertainty as the relative unpredictability of the outcome

of a contemplated action; hence, the emphasis is upon a

contemplated action that can be taken by the party

jotentially experiencing uncertainty.Ni Peck and Scherer

Rarely does the government internalize a transaction--
i.e., vertically integrate or buy-in with a contractor.
Government procurement policies refer explicitly to the
significant administrative burden incurred in acquiring,
managing, and upkeep of facilities and equipment. See
Masten (1984).

It is appropriate to note that risk and uncertainty are
not to be used interchangeably. Risk refers to the level of
the consequences of a wrong prediction. For example, the
chances of winning with a specific poker hand may be equally
unpredictable whether the bet is ten dollars or ten thousand
dollarc;. But the level of risk is greater with a ten
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note that uncertainty is present in every phase of the

weapon system cycle:

(1) Research and development

(2) Production for the operational inventory

(3) Actual operation

The greatest amount of uncertainty is in the research and

development phase. Intuitively, this makes sense: the

further ahead a decision maker must look (lead time), the

more unreliable are his data on development possibilities,

costs, enemy capability, and intentions, etc. Furthermore,

as weapons become more complex in order that they may be

better able to neutralize the potential enemy threat,

uncertainty surrounding technical feasibility of these

weapons will significantly increase. Also, the environment

external to the weapons acquisition process such as enemy

plans and technology plus continually changing United States

defense policies significantly increase uncertainty in the

research and development phase, and to a lesser extent,

production and operational phases as well. If the external

environment has changed, weapons' programs may be altered in

scope or perhaps even terminated.!' This usually leads to

thousand dollar bet than a ten dollar bet. See Peck and
Scherer for a more elaborate discussion of uncertainty
versus risk in weapons acquisition.

Peck and Scherer note these ideas prevail in the
commercial economy as well, but not with the same level of
significance. This is because the competitive superiority
of the technically advanced equipment in the commercial
field is usually not as overwhelming as it is in the weapons
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significant increases in development time and costs.

Peck and Scherer's analysis of Department of Defense

weapons acquisition in the early 1960s noted the following

four conditions relating to weapons acquisition:

ka) Individual weapons projects require such large

investments that private financing of their development is

virctually impossible. This means the government must play

both investor (through cost reimbursement) and buyer. In a

market system, these two functions are generally separate.

(b) The prospect of a commercially organized weapons

acquisition process is further reduced by the existence of

the Linique uncertainties described in the previous section.

Private investment would be subject to great risks due to

these uncertainties, whereas government funds at least

distribute the risk among the general body of taxpayers.

(c) The problem of determining the product

characteristics desired by the buyer. Simply put, it is the

buyer (Department of Defense) who has the intelligence data

to determine what the threat is, not the defense contractor.

T',us, in this case, the buyer jointly with the supplier

field. Furthermore, the marketing and production skills in
the commercial field can temporarily offset technical
inferiority. Hence, technical obsolescence would occur at a
much slower rate in the commercial field. Also, changes in
consumer tastes can be likened to changes in future defense
policies, but uncertainty again will be less in the
commercial field since they have the law of large numbers on
their side.
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determines the product characteristics, not just the

supp I ier.

Id) Finally, the determination of a weapon systems'

price would hardly correspond to that in a market system.

Price is determined thrcugh negotiations between the

Departn-ent of Defense and defense contractors both ex ante

and ex post..-

Given these conditions and the arguments presented

abov e relative to 1.) small numbers of defense contractors

engaged in long-term contracts with the Department of

Defense, and (2) substantial uncertainty in the weapons

a-quisltion process, the relation between transaction-

specific inve'stments and Department of Defense weapons

acquisition becomes clearer. Condition one above relates

directly to one of Williamson's (1983) types of transaction-

specific investments, physical asset specificity, which

implies that assets are acquired and dedicated specifically

to a particular transaction. Also, conditions one, two and

foui (i.e., condition four states price may be determined ex

post implying renegotiations ex post) indicate that

Because there is lack of price competition, this does not
imply there is an absence of competition among defense
contractors. Except for sole sourcing, competition exists
until the contract is signed. At this point, however, the
problem of small numbers bargaining arises since ex post,
the Department of Defense can bargain only with the sole
,:ontracting supplier. This implies the possibility of
strateglc behavior by the contractor.



strategj -c behavior by both the Department of Defense and

defense contractors may result. Finally, the fact that

b-iyer anJ seller may agree upon the purchase before the

product exists suggests a contracting approach for analysis

-f Depaitment of Defense weapons acquisition rather than the

imor • :2nventional market system approach. My advocation now

t t e :relational approach to contracting is the

*re~t contracting approach to analyze the Department of

-Ef nse weapons acquisition process.

2.. The Federal Procurement Regulations

Ancother divergence between contracting in the private

and public sector is the existence of detailed procurement

-e eulations or alternatively, a "constitution," in public

contracting that provides extensive contractual guidance to

d=fense contractors and military departments. There are

three primary reasons for these regulations: (1) economies

of scale in repetitive contracting, (2) political and scncial

policies implemented through procurement, and, finally, (3)

mitigating strategic behavior by contracting parties.

The federal government functions as a buyer of goods

and. services from the private sector in the marketplace.

Many of these transactions are repetitive in nature, and

economies of scale in the writing of contracts can be gained

by simply referencing applicable parts of the constitution
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i the contracts, rather than making each individual

regulation explicit in each contract, as is often done in

the private sector where transactions are more heterogenous

i nacue. The administrative burden associated with the

selection, governance, and paying of numerous private

contractors has been substantially reduced through the

development of highly specific procurement regulations.

The federal procurement process is further complicated

because the federal government often uses its buying power

t. achieve .~ertain social and economic goals which are

perceived to be - the public's interest. Social and

ecom.. c le ,ation is passed by Congress and then

implemer'ed through procurement regulations by making

comp ance with the social and economic legislation a

requirement for private firms doing business with the

federal government. Even though this type of legislation

has little to do directly with the economics of the

procurement process, the federal government's rationale for

making compliance with socioeconomic legislation a

requirement in public contracting is that this is the most

effective means of achieving socioeconomic objectives

(Alston et al., 1988, pp. 3-14). To be more specific, the

following is a list of the more notable socioeconomic

ie%°islative acts that must be included in federal contracts:
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-Davis Bacon Act of 1931; Provided for the

prevailing wage rates for construction for

governfient purposes.

-Walsh-Healy Public Contracts Act of 1936; An

agreement to working hours and minimum wage

rates for contracts involving the manufacture

or furnishing of materials, supplies,

articles, and equipment in any amount

exceeding S10,000.

-Service Contract Act of 1965; Provided for

The payment of minimum wages and the

observation of certain safety and health

requirements.

-Work Hours Act of 1962; Applied to public

contracts not subject to the Walsh-Healy Act

and also provided for thp payment of overtime

for hours worked in excess of eight in one

day and 40 in one week.

-Buy American Act of 1933; Promotes the use

of United States produced supplies and United

States manufacturers in public contracts.

Also, it enhances opportunities for U.S.

manufacturers and suppliers.

-Civil Rights Act of 1964; With respect to

government contracts, this act required the

inclusion of a clause to provide equal
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employment opportunities for minorities.

-Executive Orders of 1965 (11246, 11375,

11741); Prohibits discrimination on the basis

of race, creed, color, national origin, sex,

and age.

-Rehabilitation Act of 1973; Prohibits

d:scrimination against handicapped. This

clause is considered to be applicable to

government contracts even in the absence of

this clause from the federal contract.

-Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970;

Allowed Secretary of Labor to set standards

of health and safety for factories,

construction sites, farms, and other places

of business. Compliance with this act must

occur to enter into and maintain a contract

with the federal government. This clause is

considered to be applicable to government

contracts even in the absence of this clause

from the federal contract.

-Clean Air Act of 1970; Controls air

pollution caused by industry and motor

vehicles' emissions. Private contractors

must continually comply with this act to do

business with the federal government.

-Small Business Act of 1963; Establishes
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national policy that government should assist

small business in obtaining their fair share

of the government's business. Specifically,

it allows for agency officials to set aside

certain partial or total procurements

exclusively for small business (Culver,

1985).

All of the above mentioned socioeconomic legislation affects

the design of contracts in our set. In summary, a part of

the federal contracting constitution stems from implementing

piovisions for socioeconomic legislation into all federal

contracts. Combining this concept with the concept of

,ubiLc contracting economies of scale, it simply is less

burdensome administratively to reference a specific part of

tl e::onstitution which defines federal contractors'

requirements to comply with a certain socioeconomic piece of

legislation rather than explicitly make each act a part of

each individual public contract. For an example of this,

see Table 2.1 which references clauses from section I--

Contract Clauses, contract twelve. Another, and perhaps the

most important, reason for the development of the

constitution in public contracting is to thwart strategic

behavior by government contractors, and in particular,

defense contractors. Department of Defense weapons
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Tabl- 2. 1

Cnnuao: Clauses Incorporated by Reference

A. !.L2 CLAUSES INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE

This ccntra-: incorporates the following clauses by
refer'ence, with the same force and effect as if they were
t.I;" in full -ext. Upon request, the Contracting Officer
l:li make their full text available.

1. FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (48 CFR CHAPTER 1)

CLAUSES (Reference numbers show the titles' locations in the
Ffe:al AcqLuisition Regulation.)

REF REF NO TITLE

is . 1 -, UTILIZATION OF SMALL BUSINESS CONCERNS
AND SMALL DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS

Iv 52.212-09 SMALL BUSINESS AND SMALL DISADVANTAGED
BUSINESS SUBCONTRACTING PLAN

it 52.-20-03 UTILIZATION OF LABOR SURPLUS AREA
CWNCERNS

22A 51.222-04 CONTRACT WORKHOURS AND SAFETY STANDARDS
ACT-OVERTIME COMPENSATION-GENERAL

21 52.222-2 0  WALSH-HEALY PUBLIC CONTRACTS ACT

22 52.222-26 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

5 12.222-36 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR HANDICAPPED
WORKERS

2 5. 2223-0 CLEAN AIR AND WATER ACT

I!. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SUPPLEMENT (48 CFR CHAPTER 2)
CLAUSES (Reference numbers refer to the titles' locations in
this supplement to the federal acquisition regulation.)

REF REF NC TITLE

0 S2.225-7001 BUY AMERICAN ACT AND BALANCE OF
PAYMENTS PROGRAM
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acq*usition has grown astronomically both in complexity and

c:lilar value since the end of World War II. Both the

defense contractors and the Department of Defense have

developed a large number of sophisticated procurement

support organizations as well as procurement specialists who

dont disappear at the signing of a contract. Instead,

these large number of contracting specialists usually are

involved in the negotiations, governance, and closures of

one or more defense contracts simultaneously. Given the

large cost of maintaining these support procurement

organizations and specialists, plus the astronomical dollar

value of weapon systems, the incentive for defense

contractors to behave opportunistically is strong. When a

defense contractor is dealing in billions of dollars with

the government who works with very strict delivery schedules

and few producers of large weapon systems, the defense

contractor knows the actual cost to the government of

contractual nonperformance!I is very substantial. Hence,

opportunistic behavior by a defense contractor, such as

threatened contractual nonperformance if prices are not

- Contractual nonperformance is to be interpreted as any
conduct which the contractor might engage in to escape
performance or force renegotiation of contractual terms.
See Crocker and MastenI (1988b), p.4. They provide a short
list of tactics contractors might use to effect a
redistribution of surpluses from exchange such as
withholding relevant information, interfering with or
fai!incg to cooperate in the other party's performance,
failing to mitigate damages where a breach has occurred, and
capitalizing on ambiguous terms.
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incyeased above ex ante negotiated prices, may be quite

successful given the unacceptable high costs to the military

of contractual nonperformance. Thus, successful strategic

behavior by defense contractors ex post can mean substantial

increases in profits above their ex ante negotiated levels

of profit.

Given the substantial number of weapon systems being

procured bj all military departments through time plus

strong defense contractor incentives to behave

opportunistically, excessive profits by defense contractors

nave become a significant concern to the federal government.

St-ategic behavior by defense contractors in particular is

well documented by Culver back to the Civil War (Culver,

1985, pp. 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11 and 15). Culver further notes

that opportunistic behavior in public contracting existed

during and after the American Revolution, but details of

this are somewhat sketchy. This long history of strategic

behavior by the defense contracting community has led

Congress to enact many pieces of legislation in an attempt

to thwart strategic behavior which results in excessive

profits.4  For example, the following pieces of legislation

were enacted to deal with defense contractors' excessive

profits:

A Culver found in the twenty year period between World wars
1 and II alone, more than 200 pieces of legislation to
control profits were introduced in Congress.
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-Civil Sundry Appropriations Act of 1861;
Basic law under which the Civil War was
fought. It was revised and amended (became
Statute 3709) to preclude strategic behavior
by defense firms which resulted in excessive
profits.
-Excess Profits Tax Act of 1917; Act designed
to thwart opportunistic behavior by defense
contractors during World war I only. This

act was reinstated slightly before and
continued through World War II.
Vinson-Trammel Act of 1934; Regulated
profits on shipbuilding and aircraft
production for the Navy to ten percent. This
act was later extended to Army aircraft. Act
was repealed in 1981.
-Treasury Directive 5000 of 1940; Attempted
to curb excessive profits by defense
contractors. This directive constituted the
first regulatory guidance relative to the
allowability, allocability and reasonableness
of costs. It is considered the predecessor
of the Cost Principles section of today's
federal procurement regulations.
-Armed Services Procurement Act of 1947;
Detailed very specific procurement procedures
to be followed by the military departments

and defense contractors.
-Renegotiation Act of 1951; Expands profit
limitation under Vinson-Trammel Act to all
military procurement. Also set up the
Renegotiation Board whose purpose was to
determine whether the overall profits earned
on Department of Defense contracts over a
specified threshold were excessive. This Act
stayed in effect until 1979 (Culver, 1985,
pp. 2, 3, 7).

In an attempt to give the government, and, in

particular, the militaiy departments, more bargaining or

negotiation power ex post to limit strategic behavior by

defense contractors, the constitution provides greater

unilateral authority to the government than what is normally
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seen between contractual parties in private sector

contracting. For example, the following changes clause must

be included in all fixed price contracts:

(a) The Contracting Officer may at any time,
by written order, and without notice to the
sureties, if any, make changes within the
general scope of this contract in any one or
more of the following:

(1) Drawings, designs, or specifications
when the supplies to be furnished are to be
specially manufactured for the Government in
accordance with the drawings, designs, or
specifications.

(2) Method of shipment or packing.

3) Place of delivery.

(b) If any such change causes an increase or
decrease in the cost of, or the time required
for, performance of any part of the work
under this contract, whether or not changed
by the order, the Contracting Officer shall
make an equitable adjustment in the contract
price, the delivery schedule, or both, and
shall modify the contract.

(c) The Contractor must submit any "proposal
for adjustment" (hereafter referred to as
proposal) under this clause within 30 days
from the date of receipt of the written
order. However, if the Contracting Officer
decided that the facts justify it, the
Contracting Officer may receive and act upon
a proposal submitted before final payment of
the contract.

(d) If the Contractor's proposal includes the
cost of property made obsolete or excess by
the change, the Contracting Officer shall
have the right to prescribe the manner of the
disposition of the property.

(e) Failure to agree to any adjustment shall
be a dispute under the Disputes clause.
However, nothing in this clause shall excuse
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the Contractor from proceeding with the
contract as changed (Federal Acquisition
Regulation 1984, part 52.243-1).*"

The changes clause makes explicit the fact that the

government may at any time ex post unilaterally change the

ter~s and conditions of the contract as long as those

changes are within the general scope of the contract.

Whether the contractor desires to effect these changes or

not is immaterial: the contractor must immediately

implement the change or be held in breach of contract. This

unilateral authority, given to the government, facilitates

contractual performance by removing the threat of

"contractual nonperformance" by public contractors, and

defense contractors in particular when changes are requested

by the government. In major weapon systems' purchases, the

government has few if any alternative suppliers to purchase

from ex post due to an extensive time period for research

and development, substantial costs involved in developing

and producing these weapon systems, and the fact that there

are few suppliers of major weapon systems to begin with,

plus some major weapon acquisitions are sole source only.

Given few or no alternative places of procurement ex post

Similar changes clauses must be included in cost
reimbursemeit and some research and development contracts if
the nature of the work lends itself to such change control.
The main difference between these changes clauses is the
definition of equitable adjustment in each case.
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for the government, strong contractor incentives exist for

the supplier under contract for a major weapon system to at

least threaten or in fact effect contractual nonperformance

ti rea- excessove profits, since the government has no other

supplier; however, the changes clause in this particular

case removed this incentive. If the government and the

contractor failed to reach an agreement on all issues

surrounding the change after it was enacted by the

government, then the dispute or disputes were effectively

tied off from contractual perf;w.ance under the disputes

clause enacted by the Contract Disputes Act described below.

On 1 November 1978, the Contract Disputes Act, Public

Law 95-563, 92 Statute 2383 (1978), was signed by the

President. The Act was based upon a report by the

Commission on Government Procurement and the Act's purpose

was to provide:

a fair, balanced, and comprehensive statutory
system of legal and administrative remedies
in resolving Government contract claims. The
Act's provisions help to induce resolution of
more contract disputes by negotiation prior
to litigation; equalize the bargaining power
of the parties when a disputes exists;
provide alternate forums suitable to handle
the different types of disputes; and ensure
fair and equitable treatment to contractors
and Government agencies (Report of the
Committee on Government Affairs and the
Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate 1978,

p. 1).
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The Act applies to public contracts signed after 1 March

i?79 and requires through the disputes clause that both

jcvern-ment and contractolr claims be subject to a final

decision by a contracting officer with the exception of

claims that are statuto-rily assigned to other government

agencies (e.g., Disputes falling under the Davis-Bacon Act

a.- sub-et to r-eview and decision by the Secretary of

Labor--not a contiacting officer). In effect, this act

attempts t; drzve a wedge between disputes over the division

-f surplus and contractual performance.

Whe~e the original intentions of the contractual

parties are not clearly specified in the original agreement

o0 may change over time, disagreements may arise that must

be -reEolved. If these disagreements cannot be amicably

i:colved through negotiation, costly litigation may occur

where cc.stly refers to possible court costs, attorneys' fees

and contr-actual nonperformance. The Contract Disputes Act

provides both administrative and legal remedies that allow

an equitable solution to a dispute while simultaneously

blocking or significantly minimizing a dispute's impact on

contractual performance. These disputes then can be

effectively partitioned from contractual performance through
"awlngs clauses" attached as special provisions to affected

-:tracts. These savings ciduses are bilateral agreements

t, ctntracts that describe disputes and how remedies to

those disputes will be entered into affected contracts after
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the rendering of a decision by an administrative or judicial

udge. For an example of a savings clause, see Table 2.2

whoch contains a savings clause from one of the contracts.

This saviong claLuse affected three contracts; in addition,

three oth savings clauses were found that affected a total

of fox e:mon contracts.

Admin:tratively, the Act provides for the

ec.a; ishnont of Boards of Contract Appeals within an

executive agency: the Department of Defense board is the

e Services Board of Contract Appeals. Each board is

con,.:osen of three fulltime administrative judges who must

-: least five years experience each in public contract

law. These administrative judges decide any appeal from a

dec &,±oII cf a contracting officer relative to a public

contract. The Board's jurisdiction under the Act also

inciodes breach of contract claims and claims arising under

implied contracts. Alston et al. states that Board's are

o utuor ized:

to grant any relief that would be available
,o a litigant asserting a contract claim in

the claims court. While money damages is the
ordinary form of relief available in the
Claims Court, the boards have also been
gj:anted contract rescission and reformation
avthority. However, specifi, performance
can-not be ordered (p. 478)

Claims mean a written demand by one of the contracting

parties seeking, as a legal right, the payment of money,
adjustment or interpretation of contract terms, or other
t-lief, arising under or related to the contract (Alston et
al. , I98 , p. 472).
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Table 2.2

Savings Clause

47. MAXIMUM ADJUSTMENT FOR CORPORATE
AIRCRAFT COSTS

A. The parties disagree as to the
in in the contract price(s) of

disputed amounts of overhead costs, namely
certain crporate Aircraft Costs. Issues
underlying this contract and the equitable
adjustment of this contract upon resolution
of the disputed costs, the parties agree:

(1) That, in the pricing of the
tontract, all of the controverted costs have
been excluded, together with any associated
profit or fee allowance without prejudice to
the Contractor's claim relative to the
excluded amounts;

(2) That notwithstanding any other
provisions of this contract, such pricing is
subject to adjustment(s) based upon the final
resolution(s) of the underlying controversy;
and

(3) That the amount below
qcuantifies the maximum pricing adjustment(s)
that might be required xipon resolution of the
2crntroversy. Such maximum pricing
adjustment(s) are based on the data used at
the time of the negotiation of this
contractual instrument.

Price:

C. The parties shall diligently pursue
the resolution of the controversy here
involved and make appropriate equitable
adjustments thereafter. To avoid the need
for a formal Contracting Officer decision and
Contractor appeal under this contract
relating to those issues involved in the
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Table 2 .2 continued

Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
(ASECA) Docket --XXXXX, it is agreed that the
Con]tracting Officer's decision and the
:ontractor's appeal hearing in ASBCA Docket
=xxXXX apply to and control the disputed sums
in this contract, and that the decisions of
the ASBCA or the Courts, as the case may be,
on the issues involved in the referenced
dispute shall be binding on the parties under
this contract. Simple interest shall be paid
to the Contractor on amounts of any price
adjustments due to resolution of controverted
ccts pursuant to this part. Such interest
shall be at the rate established by tne
Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to Public
Law 92-41; 85 Statute 97 for the
Renegotiation Board and shall be applied to
the aforementioned price adjustments, from
the date these costs would have been payable
by the Government had such amounts not
p:-eviously been excluded from the contract,
to the date of (I) a final judgement,
relative to the disputed costs by a Court of
competent jurisdiction, or (II) mailing to
the Contractor of a Supplemental Agreement
for execution either confirming completed
negrtiations betweV the parties, or carrying
out a decision of a Board of Contract
Appeals, -elative to these disputed costs.
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The Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals now has over

thirty administrative judges on its staff and has averaged

over the last four years approximately 1500 appeals filed

per year for the Department of Defense and other federal

agencies as well., The next largest Board is the General

Ser vices Adiuinitratin Board which has approximately 400

appeals filed per year (Bedingfield and Rosen, 1985, p. 2-

IT . Eedingfleld and Rosen note "Other agency ,-rds 'f

Contract Appeals are considerably smaller and have

correspondingly smaller work loads" (Bedingfield and Rosen,

1985, p. 2-17). The Armed Services Board of Appeals

disposed of 1,335 cases in fiscal year 1984, 1,293 cases in

fiscal year 1985 and 1,938 cases in fiscal year 1986

(Aiton et al., 1988, pp. 483-4). The principal issues in

disputes were the changes and default clauses; however,

a- waz=e costs and contract specifications have been rising

as principal issues in disputes (Alston et al., 1988, pp.

483-4). Alstcn et al. notes "that almost 50% of the cases

disposed of are the result of a settlement prior to a

decsion, confirming the general desire to continue

negotiations for a settlement even after a case is docketed"

(p. 434). In summary, once a contracting officer issues a

final decision relative to a dispute, the contractor has

three options: (1) accept the final decision of the

Sep Bedingfield and Rosen, pp. 2-16/17 and Alston et al.,

pp. 483-4 for a detailed discussion of this subject.
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c t -,ctig officer, (2) appeal the decision of the

zctz~acting officer directly to the appropriate Board of

Contract AppealS, (3) file suit directly in the Claims

Court. he same procedures apply to the government as well.

he federal court system of appeals may be used if either

tue contractor or the government desires to appeal a Board

1- Ciais Cou.t decision.

f_ _, ......... the Darte. nt of Defense procurement

*2 Lstitutic-n became prominent with the implementation of

Title 10 of the United States Code, through the Armed

ices Procurement Regulation in 1949. This regulation

provided very specific pr-ocedures to be followed by the

2ilitary departments when procuring goods and services.

Julver s.tates "the [Armed Services Procurement Regulation]

-a 1 he most detailed regulation concerning procurement ever

ossued' (p. 18). This regulation was renamed the Defense

Acquisition Regulation in 1978 and was eventually replaced

by the Federal Acquisition Regulation in 1984. The Federal

Acquisition Regulation is a procurement regulation that

joverns the procurement process for all federal agencies.

See Table 2.3 for a table of contents to the Federal

-- Title 10 is the Armed Services section of the United
States Code. It makes explicit how the military departments
are to organize and conduct business. A subsection is
pro'vided for each military department that deals exclusively
with military procurement ranging from purchases that are
non-complex and low in value such as paper supplies to
purchases that are quite complex and high in value such as
military weapons.
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Table 2.3

Federal Acquisition Regulation

Table of Contents

SUBCHAPTER A - GENERAL
Part 1 - Federal Acquisition

Regulations System
Part 2 - Definitions of Words

and Terms
Part - mproper BusifLess

Practices and
Personal Conflicts
of Interest

Part 4 - Administrative
Matters

SUBCHAPTER B - COMPETITION AND
ACQUISITION PLANNING

Part 5 - Publicizing Contract
Actions

Part 6 Competition
Requirements

Part 7 - Acquisition Planning
Part 8 - Required Sources of

Supplies and
Services

Part 9 - Contractor
Qualification

Part 10 - Specifications,
Standards and Other
Purchase
Descriptions

Part I1 - Acquisition and

Distribution of
Commercial Products

Part 12 - Contract Delivery or
Performance

SUBCHAPTER C - CONTRACTING METHODS

AND CONTRACT
TYPES

Part 13 - Small Purchase and
Other Simplified
Purchase Procedures

Part 14 - Sealed Bidding
Part 15 - Contract by

negotiation
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Table 2.3 continued

Tart 16 - Types of Contracts
Part 17 - Special Contracting

Methods
Payt 13 - Reserved

SUECHAPTER D - SOCIOECONOMIC
PROGRAMS

Part 19 - Small Business and
Small Disadvantaged
Business Concerns

Part 20 - Labor Surplus Area
Concerns

Part 21 - Reserved
Part 22 - Application of Labor

Laws to Government
Acquisitions

Part 23 - Environment,
Conservation and
Occupational Safety

Part 24 - Protection of
Privacy and Freedom
of Information

Part 25 - Foreign Acquisition
Part 26 - Reserved

SUECHAPTER E - GENERAL CONTRACTING
REQUIREMENTS

Part 27 - Patents, Data and
Copyrights

Part 28 - Bonds and Insurance
Part 29 - Taxes
Part 30 - Cost Accounting

Standards
Part 31 - Contract Cost

Principles and
Procedures

Part 32 - Contract Financing
Part 33 - Protests, Disputes

and Appeals

SUBCHAPTER F - SPECIAL CATEGORIES
OF CONTRACTING

Part 34 - Major System

Acquisition
Part 35 - Research and

Development
Contracting
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Table 2.3 continued

Part 36 - Construction and
Architect-Engineer
Contracts

Part 37 - Service Contracting
Part 38 - Federal Supply

Schedule Contracting
Part 39 - Management,

Acquisition and Use
of Information
Resources

Part 40 - Reserved
Part 41 - Reserved

SUBCHAPTER G - CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
Part 42 - Contract

Administration
Part 43 - Contract

Modifications
Part 44 - Subcontracting

Policies and
Procedures

Part 45 - Government Property
Part 46 - Quality Assurance
Part 47 - Transportation
Part -,8 - Value Engineering
Part 49 - Termination of

Contracts
Part 50 - Extraordinary

Contractual Actions
Part 51 - Use of Government

Sources By
Contractors

SUBCHAPTER H - CLAUSES AND FORMS
Part 52 - Solicitation

Provisions and
Contract
Clauses

Part 53 - Forms
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Asquisition Regulation.

The Federal Acquisition Regulation further allows

various federal agencies the right to issue supplements to

the Federal Acquisition Regulation when contracting

con.ditions clearly show this need. In the case of the

Department of Defense, the purchases of weapons has become

both complex and astronomical in terms of dollars spent per

weapon system; hence, a defense contractor may reap

substantial financial gains through opportunistic behavior

if that type of behavior is not successfully thwarted

th ugh contractual terms and conditions. Thus, the

Department of Defense supplemented the Federal Acquisition

Regulation with the Department of Defense Federal

Aqui.ition Regulation Supplement. Included in the defense

supplement is additional guidance to Department of Defense

contracting officers and defense contractors on such items

as overseas distribution of defense subcontracts, required

sources for miniature and instrument ball bearings, and

rights to technical data and computer software. This

supplement plus each military departments' individual

supplement to the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation

combined with the Federal Acquisition Regulation is the

current constitution for all defense contractors and

military departments.

In summary, development of the constitution for federal

procurement has stemmed from the need to reduce the
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administrative Lurden associated with the writing and

governance of numerous federal contracts, to implement

soci-,economic legislation, and the desire by Congress to

thwart excessive profits by defense contractors. The main

thrust of the constitution is to have more equal market

power ex post between the government and federal
2ontractors: this is attempted by the addition of certain

clauses to federal contract such as the changes clause which

..... the federal government more unilateral authority in

th-e contLacting process. If disputes arise, they are

e Ctively "tied off" from contractual performance by

ad.o- iistrative and judicial remedies enacted with the

t'Oltract Disputes Act and administered through the disputes

.dse required in all federal contracts. Finally, the

current constitution is the Federal Acquisition Regulation

Spplemented by the various government agencies. The

Department of Defense's supplement is the Defense Federal

Acqiuisition Regulation and is further supplemented by the

various- military departments.
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Chapter 3

DESCRIPTION OF CONTRACTUAL TERMS

The relationul view suggests a relationship between

contractual design (prespecification of terms, atc.) and

characteristics of the transaction. This section examines

the contractual terms which we use as measures of design.

Also, a brief discussion of the hypotheses to be tested

follows.

3.1. Pricing Processes

Our goal is to develop a measure which would indicate

how much the price is "nailed down" at the outset of the

contractual relationship. The more firm a price is at the

outset or the lers it can respond to future events, the

tighter are contractual terms and conditions; conversely,

the less firm the price at the outset or the more price is

allowed to respond to future events, the looser are

contractual terms and conditions. In developing this

measure, contractual terms and conditions dealing with price

determination were sequentially ranked from the least

stringent to the most stringent. Air Force engine

n<htracting officers and federal procurement regulations

[.e., Federal Acquisition Regulation) were utilized in the
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development of the sequential ranking.

As mentioned above, contractual "tightness" is measured

sequetia...lly through continuous and incremental changes in

contractual terms and conditions. At this point, it is

cr-tical to distinguish between definitizations of

preexisting terms and conditions which may purposefully be

left open to future determination and contractual

rel:egctiations of contingencies either not originally

foresecen or purposely left for future determination. The

former does not affect contractual tightness but simply

i-zf-ects the fully anticipated implementation of

prespecified contractual terms. For an example of the

former, consider a contract where the price is specified

subject to an economic price adjustment formula ex ante. As

c:st conditions rise, the economic price adjustment formula

adjusts the price in a prespecified and formulaic manner.

*-- . individual parties have no control over price after the

rule is specified, for it is actuated by the movement of

excgenous) price and cost indices.

Alternatively, a renegotiation gives the parties some

indvi :....control over future prices. As an example,

consider a compensation arrangement including a not-to-

exce price (ceiling price) in the original agreement and a

provision f&r a firm price to be determined through

u'gctation ex post. Here, the final price is constiained

,inly by the contractual ceiling and depends on the relative
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bargaining abilities of the contractual parties ex post.

The type of contracts by compensation arrangements- in

the data are summarized in Table 3.1. Ranking from least

stringent to most stringent, these types consist of the

following: fixed-price inceitive, not-to-exceed price with

.ncmic price adjustment, not-to-exceed price, fixed-price

with economic price adjustment, and firm-fixed-price. We

n-w discuss these pricing processes.

2.1.I. Fixed-price inceiitive

A fixed-price incentive contract is an incentive

contract where target cost, target profit, a profit

adus-melt formula, ceiling price, and a cost sharing ratio

are all negotiated ex ante. The profit adjustment formula is

utili-ed to establish firm target profit at contract

completion based on the relationship of total final

negotiated cost to total initial target cost. According to

Contracts defined by compensation arrangements are
explained in the Federal Acquisition Regulation, part 16,
uith the exception of not-to-exceed pricing. See the Federal
Acqcuisition Regulation part, 16.403-2 for fixed-price
incentive (successive targets), Federal Acquisition
Regulation, part 16.403-1 for fixed-price incentive (firm
target); Title 10 United States Code, paragraph 2304(a)(14),
1976 Edition and Secretary of the Air Force for not-to-
exceed pricing with economic price adjustment; Title 10 of
the United States Code, paragraph 2304(a)(14), 1976 Edition
for not-to-exceed pricing; the Federal Acquisition
Regulation, part 16.203 for fixed-price with economic price
adjustment; and the Federal Acquisition Regulation, part
11.202 for firm-fixed-price.
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Table 3.1

Easic Components of Federal Contract Prices*

i. Fixed-price incentive (successive targets)

-negotiated at outset
-- initial target cost
-- initial target profit
-- initial profit adjustment formula
--cost share ratio
-- production point at which the firm target cost

and firm target profit will be negotiated.
-- ceiling price that is the maximum amount paid to
contractor.

-negotiated ex post
--when the production point specified in the

contract is reached, the parties negotiate the
firm target cost (apply cost share ratio) and the
firm target profit is established by the formula.

---next, the parties either negotiate a firm-
fixed-price using firm target cost plus firm
target profit if appropriate or they
negotiate a formula for establishing the

final price using firm target cost and firm
target profit. Finally, final cost is

negotiated at completion and the final profit
is established by formula.

2. Fixed-price incentive (firm target)

-negotiated at outset
--target cost
--target profit
--ceiling price
--cost share ratio
--profit adjustment formula

-negotiated ex post
--final cost (apply cost share ratio)
--final profit

--- together the final cost and profit imply
final price.
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Table 3.1 continued

-negotiated at outset
--ceiling pri~e that may not be exceeded in

payment to uoiutractor.
--production point where firm price will be

ne gotiated.

-negotiated ex post
--a firm price which can be, for example, a fixed-
prICe incentive (successive targets), fixed-price
incentive (firm target), fixed-price with economic
price adjustment or firm-fixed-price.

4. Not-to-exceed price with economic price adjustment

-negot-ated at outset
--same as above plus the addition of an economic

plice cdjustment clause.

-negotiated ex post
--same as above

Fixed-price with economic price adjustment

-egotiated at the outset
--fixed price
--economic price adjustment formula based on
established price or actual costs of labor and

material o-- cost indexes of labor or material.
---implies both upward and downward revision
of the stated contract price upon the

occurrence of specified contingencies. The
frequency of adjustments and contingencies
causing adjustments are specified ex ante.

-negotiated ex post
--there are no negotiations ex post to change

price due to contractor's cost experience in
perfrming the contract. The formulaic adjustment
:o price occurs as specified ex ante.
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Table 3.1 continued

. Firm-fixed-price

-negotiated at the outset
--price that is not subject to any adjustment on

the basis of the contractor's cost experience in
performing the contract.

-negotiated ex post
--there are no negotiations ex post to change

price due to contractor's cost experience in
p.erforming the contract.

-Authcrity source is the Federal Acquisition Regulation,
pt- r

the Federal Acquisition Regulation, part 16.403, the sharing

ratio is designed to provide greater contractor incentive to

cut contract costs when contractual performance involves

sC'hstantial unforeseen contingencies. If costs are kept

below the target cost, the contractor receives higher

prf:_.fts; if costs come in above target cost, the

contractor's profits are lowered. For example, given a

negoriated cost share ratio of 80/20

(government/contractor), if actual contractor costs are

below target cost, the contractor receives 20% of the

difference between actual and target costs in addition to

firm target profit. If actual contractor costs are above

target cost but at or below ceiling price, then the

contractor's target profit is -educed by 20% of the

difference between actual and target costs. Any actual

costs above the ceiling price are borne in total by the
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contractor. For more clarity, see Table 3.2 for a fixed-

price incentive (firm target) cost share example.

Fixed-price incentive contracts are further partitioned

by the Federal Acquisition Regulation, part 16.403, into

fixed-price incentive (successive targets) and fixed-price

incentive (firm target) contracts. According to the Federal

Acquisition Regulation, part 16.403-2, a fixed-price

.i.ncentive (successive targets) contract is used when there

is reasonable assurance ex ante that reliable cost

information will be available early on in the performance of

the contract to permit negotiation of firm targets and a

formula for establishing final profit. The contracting

Cfflcer jointly with defense contractors must specify in the

Las-z contract (original agreement) the initial target cost,

initial target profit and the initial target price (initial

target cost plus initial target profit) for each end item

subject to incentive price revision. The successive targets

aspect of this price directly implies that firm targets and

thus price are left to future determination; hence

negotiations will occur during and at the close of

contractual performance to arrive at final cost, profit, and

iLrice. For example, in this data set, a fixed-price

incentive (successive targets) contract was the first

contract negotiated. After the engine was developed and

flight tested, initial targets were then renegotiated since

production costs had become more certain after the
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Table 3.2

Fixed-price Incentive (firm target) Cost Share Example*

-Negotiated ex ante
Target Cost $100,000
Target Profit $15,000
Target Price $115,000 (Target Cost+Target

Profit)
Cost Share Ratio 60%/40% (government/contractor)
Ceiling Price $125,000

-Caculation of point of total assumption for target cost by
contractor: 0%/100% (government/contractor)

Target Cost + (Ceiling Price - Target Price)

Government's Cost Share

$100,000 + ($125,000 - $115,000) = $100,000 + $10,000

.6 .6

$100,000 + $16,670 = $116,670

$116,670 is the point of total assumption where cost is
no longer shared between the government and the contractor.
Specifically, a defense contractor's final profit is reduced
by one dollar for each dollar of cost above $116,670. For
final costs between $100,000 and $116,670, these costs are
shared by the government and the defense contractor
according to the share ratio. In this case, the
contractor's final profit is reduced by forty percent of the
difference between actual costs (not to exceed $116,670) and
target cost ($100,000). If actual costs are less than the
target cost of $100,000, the defense contractor would have
forty percent of that difference (target cost - actual cost)
added to his final profit.

*Example taken from Contract Management (1986), Volume I
(p. 23).
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development and production of the flight-test engines.

According to the Federal Acquisition Regulation, part

..402-1, a fixed-price incentive (firm target) contract is

idtntical to a fixed-price incentive (successive targets)

2ontract with one major exception: cost information is

reliable enou:gh at the outset that firm target cost, firm

target profit and a ceiling price are negotiated ex ante.

According to the Federal Acquisition Regulation, part 16.403

and Contract Administration, Volume I, unforeseen

ccnt:ngencies in this case are expected to be less than in

the case of a fixed-price incentive (successive targets)

contract iendering production costs more certain relative to

the fixed-price i.ncentive (successive targets) contract but

still sufficient to warrant a contract with strong cost

cutting incentives. Because the fixed-price incentive (firm

target) contract nails down more of the price at the outset

relative to a fixed-price incentive (successive targets)

cointract, it is contractually tighter than a fixed-price

inceitive (successive targets) contract.

3.1.2. Not-to-exceed Price (with and without Economic Price

Ad; ustment)

A not-to-exceed price with economic price adjustment is

u_-ed, according to Title 10 of the United States Code and

C uitract Administration, Volume I, when cost or pricing
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information is sufficient to allow the negotiation of a

ceiling price ex ante, when the contractual amount to be

adsusted is large, and the economic variables for labor and

material are unstable to adequately assign risk between the

government and defense contractor at the outset. Not-to-

exceed pricing requires a negotiation at some future date of

a firm price at or below the not-to-exceed price. Not-to-

exceed price implies no government obligation to procure

engines until the not-to-exceed price is definitized into a

firm price. There are contractual clauses in all but one

contract in this data set that specify what type of contract

ex post the initial not-to-exceed price will be negotiated

or changed to. If doubt exists as to the stability of the

material or labor conditions durin extended contractual

performance, this known contingency is removed from the not-

to-exceed price and made explicit through the economic-

price-adjustment clause. The economic price adjustment

clause allows for price adjustment to the not-to-exceed

price based on an ex ante negotiated economic price

adlustment formula that is activated by the occurrence of

certain contingencies specified beforehand. The Air Force

contracting officer ensures that contingency allowances are

not duplicated by inclusion in both the not-to-exceed price

and the economic price adjustment.

A not-to-exceed price (without economic price

adjustment) is utilized when there is doubt as to the
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stoziit-.f material and labor conditions according to

7- tl 12 o1 the Unteal States Code. This contract is

:onratuaiytizib-ter than the noDt-to-exceed price with

econmicprice adjustment, because the not-to-exceed price

-annot beadjuaste=d through, price redetermination; however,

tlbe not-to---ex ceed price must bl e negotiated into a final

--ce as ufore:seen contingencies become- explicit as in the

a,, of the not-to--exce-ed price with economic pric--e

To sumnmarlice the main differences between naot-to,--xc-eed

p:oinc; and noI-t--to-e-xceed pricing with economic price

~ ustentthe a-ter is used according to t-he Fcederal

--tii-~n Regulation, part 16.201, when a significant

&f cont-rac- tal co-sts- are to be incurred beyond one

r-foraance begins: Also, not-to-exceed pricing

- ~.n~cpice adutmn s selected over not-to -

- --c. ~ing when the contractu.al amouint subje~ct tc

r slarge, and the eco~nomic variables fo~r labor

an,' nJ-ia 3ial art: too u'nstable to adequately assign cost risk

n th i- 3ov.ernmernt and tlk-e contractor ex ante. Finally,

oneiu-t keep 1n in th-at in both types oDf t oece

notto ~<-~c1poiingimpiesthat afirm, price

n:: -ei c.- no--x c ed p ri-Lce mu St be negotiated &x

~a r nos shai r ati s-tipul.ated e,
I~1§O3its IL in fxed-prce :nentivti 2,ntactsc

-iun. ' -u~at.a un -'sen co,1 n t ingen, ic e



&::jost. As technological uincertainty decreases 'n the

fixe-prce ncent ive- contractual environment, substantial

cc~n~;eniesar=e recognized and made explicit in the not-

to_-e_ xceed en-vironment implying less production cost

~:ai~ity. ence, not-to-exceed pricing with economic

pr~Ieacj utmntand not-ta-exceed pricing is contractually

':~ner ~~e.,moreof the price is nailed down ex ante

ccc~.- -u.thr r o cost share rati-o ex post L than fixed-

~-tn~entvecntat

2.1.2d-price (with and witho~ut Economic,_ Price

fi,~.-prie witLh ecoDnomic price adjustment is

~ a:crJngto, thez Federal Acquisition Regulatio-n,

- ~ the three fol owing conditions are niet:

Swhen te irasnb assurance that available cost

~xcc iuormaionis reliable and su,,fficient to permit

n~ctocorn; ant- of a f ixed-price; ( 2) when the4

cmous; sbject- to adjustment is large; (3) when

Sia riable1 for: labor and macerial are t:

~v~r~'a elyassgnrls- bc twe_-en the government

3. cnrco -xane. The economiic price,: ady>,tmient

f -,h ,,,pwad oir downwardI adjuistment o.f thle fix,.ed

~ upn t~a :corrnceof certain conti;ngencies

gc t; hence, heeconomic price adjuistii-ent



rem;esfro, thcz f:xed-price major allowances for identified

c~ningncis.- The fixed-price then Is contractually

tichtr tanthe nco:-to-exceed price wiith economic price

ad,,.,stment orthe not-to-exceed price because the fixed-

a pr "etat- is open to renegotiation (as is

the o -*toexcedprices)-1 but rather redetermin1.ation through

Ch10. 1o~ pice ad j u st m ent clau se d e t er:m inaed exz a nte

Ths*more of )the fi xed-price is nailed down at the outset

ra~e~ nc. Iesvngmore of it- to futur-e determination as4n

:ne case of both not-to-exceed prices. A firm-fixed-price

-sd, accordig to the Federal Acqui"sition

a_1____9._ r 16.2 C 2 w he the price 4S no eubt t

-- the basic o f the contractor's co-st

c~ ~~ oran~the con ,tract because production

i: ncg infoatICn" SconIIsidered suf fic ient to

I i - rDi o f a firm-fixed-priLce cxante. This

e co b ientified and reasonable

esCt; mates t cs impact can be made and specified at

tl C, fim-fixed-price contract then is

-""ttr 1u 11 an a fixed-price with econoc pro ;c e

-I _tt-d at thi-is point that an economic pice
:c'stv '~'~sused for- the same purpose in a not-to-

7 -Pd ;ifx.-p c:ecor-act-to remove from eith er Pr
allwanes o -dentified contingencies. Also, under
o f th.,e Federal Acquisi--'tIon Regulation, an economi-

du s t ment does not imply a renegotiation of the
~ i nricontiract price, but rather a redetermination o~f

1 Cae hby a n ecn cprice adjustment formula
~ r In e x ante.
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adustment because a firm-fixed-price is not subject to

c:ede:ermination ex post. To summarize, a fixed-price with

ecvic price adjustment or a firm-fixed-price both imply

available cost or pricing information which permits

realistic estimates of the- probable costs of performance.

Thus in a firm-fixed-price contract, contingencies can be

-eavonably accounted for in the contract price and there is

not serious doubt concerr.-ng the stability of market or

labor conditions that will exist during contractual

performance as there is in a fixed-price with economic price

Before leaving this section, I think it is important

for the sake of clarity to restate those characteristics of

each contract by compensation type that imply a loosening or

tightening of contractual terms and conditions (see Table

3.1 again). In the relational exchange environment, optimal

behavior implies selecting that compensation arrangement or

price which equitably shares the cost risk between the Air

Force and defense contractor given an expected level of

unforeseen contingencies ex ante. Fixed-price incentive

, ucceslive targets) contracts which allow initial targets

tb be renegotiated as production costs become more reliable

during contractual performance. If cost or pricing

information is reliable enough ex ante to negotiate firm

targets, but the expected lvel of unforeseen contingencies

-s itill substantial requiring a cost share ratio to
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equitably share cost risk, then a fixed-price incentive

(frrn; target) contract is appropriate. Such a contract is

conwt.-actually tighter than the fixed-price incentive

z u cessive targets), becaUse initial target price is firm

and not subject to renegotiation during contractual

p:erfr-na.ce hence, mcre of the price is nailed down ex ante

.n t> fi::ed-price incentive kfirm target) case

When substantial contingencies can be made explicit ex
ante allowing production costs or pricing information to be

&ufficient so that a ceiling price can be negotiated ex

anto, plus there is some question as to the stability of

,_=Let or labcr c-.ndrions that will exist during an

:,,--d period of contractual performance, a not-to-exceed

erice adjustment is applicable. This

:)nt ctr issubject to ceiling price redetermination as well

g:toati n of a firm price concurrent with contractual

pe, romiance; yet, contractually it is tighter than both

fin:ed-price ncentiv cotracts, because substantial

contingencies unforeseen in the fixed-price incentive

envlronnent are now explicit thus negating the need for a

cost sharing ratio in not-to-exceed pricing. A not-to-

exceed price,-s contractually tighter than a not-to-exceed

price with economic price adjustment, because there is

little doubt as to the stability of material and labor

=ond~tions ex an te. The not-to-exceed price is subject to

negotiation of final price as remaining contingencies become
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ex~iOit but is not subject to ceiling price

zedetermination.

A fixed-price contract is used when cost or pricing

infccn'ation is reliable enough ex ante to negotiate a firm

price. This contract is contractually tighter than either

nt- to-exceed pricing with economic price adjustment or not-

tc-exceed pricing, since all contingencies except market or

labor instability are made explicit in the negotiated firm

price; hence, there is fixed-price redetermination but no

fixed-prisce renegotiation. in a fixed-price with economic

price adjustment on the basis of the contractor's cost

experience in performing the contract.

Finally, a firm-fixed-price contract is the tightest

contractually in the data set. It is contractually tighter

than a fixed price with economic price adjustment, because

t>~ ex ante negotiated final price is not subject to any

redetermination; hence, all contingencies are made explicit

on the -egotiated firm-fixed-price ex ante.

3.2. Hypotheses

3.2.1 Hypothesis 1

As time-to-performance increases, contractual tightness is
Seduced.
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The relational approach to contracting argues that ex

ante, if uncertainty is great as to what constitutes optimal

tEhavior at the time of contractual performance, it may be

better at the outset to leave certain terms and conditions

of cont-atual performance open to negotiation to avoid

substantial costs that may result from inefficiencies

generated when ;ontractual parties are constrained to

actions that are inappropriate ex post (Crocker and Masten,

12i ;s, y. 5). For example, specifying firm-fixed-prices or

firm quantities of a product ex ante, even though

ootctaciual performance does not occur for a substantial

time pe:-cd, may be inapprcpriate given unanticipated

c-ha-n i cn economic conditions or technology that might

.:=cur. In this particular case, the cost to one or both

cohr-anual pazties could be significant if, for example,

costs to produce were tc rise substantially or changes in

technology rendered the product obsolete to the buyer by the

.-m delivery occurs. This has the potential to

disndv ntage one of the contractual parties thus providing

a:onomi incentive for that party to evade contractual

pe-f-.-. ance generating inefficiencies in the transaction;

hence, -he longer the time-tc-performance, ceteris paribus,

the lner zontractual terms and conditions should be.

The drawback is that the looser are contractual terms

an, -nd.tio.:., the greater is the incentive (and ability)

fji a firm to =ngage in strategic behavior to effect a
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red:.stribution -f the appropriable quasi-rents. Because of

:hi, an efficient balance must be struck at the outset

ctween flexibility and precision relative to contractual

terms and conditions. Specifically, certain terms and

conditions may be left to future determination but what may

or may not be negotiated ex post can be specified at the

o utset. For example, a fi-m price relative to a future

oDption to produce a product may be specified through

ne-gotlations at the time the option is exercised, rather

than specifyIng it ex ante, but a not-to-exceed price or a

price range may be specified at the outset to limit

strat3;gio behavior during contractual performance.

-2.2 Hyjothesis 2

Te wrse a firm's reputation becomes, the tighter
contractual terms and conditions will become.

A firm entering a relational exchange with another firm

wnose reputation is perceived to be bad (i.e., one who

engages in substantial opportunistic behavior) wants to

'nail down" or specify more precisely terms and conditions

e.; ante as to future contractual performance. That is, in

ealing with a firm whose reputation is perceived to be bad,

-he relational approach to contracting suggests more precise

contractua. te:ms and conditions ex ante which specify what
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:ay Dr ,,ay :-,ot be negotiated or "argued" about at the time

of contractual performance. For example, when price or

quantity ts left to future determination through

negotiation, a framework that provides procedures to be

f-cllwed in defcinitizing price or quantity ex post may be

specified e: ante. This allows contractual flexibility

(e. g. deferring price or quantity decisions until

,contractual performance occurs) to avoid disadvantaging one

tf t c ntractual parties e.. post while simultaneously

limiting strategic behavior by defining specific rules to be

used ii- el pftt negotiations, such as specifying the

frequency of negotiations in determining price or quantity

at the otsct (C(rlker and Masten, 1988b, pp. 6-7).

The drawback in this case is the antithesis of the

Zorst hypothesis. The relational approach to contracting

suggests that the longer the time-to-performance, the less

jreclse are contractual terms and conditions ex ante to

avoid imposing distinct but inappropriate actions on

contractual parties at the time of contractual performance;

however, less precise contractual terms and conditions ex

a nte tend to Invite opportunistic behavior ex post.

Jofortunatelyo a firm that regularly engages in

Pportlinistic be.av-'(o would be more successful the less

pr-cise contractual terms and conditions are ex post; thus a

t ade ff bezween flexibility and precision of contractual

t, ;;1s and conditions must occur at the outset to promote
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optimal firm behavior at the time of contractual performance

when transacting with firms perceived to be opportunistic.

3.:.3 Hypothesis 3

A- technological uncertainty increases, contractual
tigbtness will loosen.

When technological uncertainty is great, many

contractual terms and conditions are left to future

determination rather than attempting to determine all

contingencies and specify terms and conditions to resolve

those contingencies ex ante. This avoids the possible

problem of disadvantaging one or both firms at the time of

contractual performance when prespecified terms and

conditions may not be optimal ex post; hence, the need to

evdde performance by the disadvantaged firm is avoided, and

gains from adaptation (i.e., surplus-increasing adjustments

to relational contracts) may be realized in a

t echologically, complex contracting environment. Thus, in

the relational contracting environment, a more flexible

contract is designed at the outset in the face of

substantial technological uncertainty to facilitate

contractual performance by simply providing a framework or

structure in the original agreement that specifies the

procedures to be followed for future adaptations as
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contractual performance occurs.

The drawback to be recognized here is the same as the

Jawboa : descrie in the first hypothesis. As contracts

become less precise ex ante, the incentive to act
oj~or:unisticaly ex post to effect a redistribution of the

appropriable quasi-rents becomes greater; thus, a tradeoff

must occur between contractual flexibility and precision ex

ante. For example, when technological uncertainty is great,

price becomes more difficult to nail down ex ante, because

future costs if production are uncertain. Also, when

technological uncertainty is great, a cost index developed

ex ante to adjust price through formulaic means at the time

contractual performance may prove quite difficult;

however, if renegotiation procedures are developed at the

-utset that specify, for example, frequency of negotiations,

wlo initiates negotiations and procedures to be followed if

negotiations are not successfully completed; then,

incentives for a firm to act opportunistically are reduced

because negotiations may occur to alleviate extreme

conditions that disadvantage a firm (Crocker and Masten,

1933b, pp. 5, $, 7, 12, 13). The relational contract then

can provide both the flexibility and precision needed in a

technologically complex contracting environment.
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Chapter 4

DATA DESCRIPTION

The following section describes in detail the

collection of the data and the proxies used in measuring the

dependent variable called TYPE. A discussion of the

independent variables begins with TIMPERF which represents

tte- to-performance and is used as a proxy for temporal

uncertaiLty. Next follows the variable DISPUTE which

-tilize-. litigated outcomes to proxy for firm reputation.

Finally, ECP proxies for technological uncertainty using

'. gineerin change proposals developed to correct engine

deficiencies.

4.i. Data Collection

The data were collected at an Air Force installation

whose primary function is to procure Air Force weapons. In

particular, the data came from the engine contracting

division at the above-mentioned installation who is

r-esponsible for the negotiations and governance of all

aircraft ei.gines procured by the Air Force. It is within
thls engine contracting division that I spent eighty-one

d=/s &i site collecting data. Specifically, I read all

basic contracts initial or original agreements) utilized in
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the procurement -f a .-iecific type of engine built for only

one tyje of aircraft. This engine was developed

pecificaly ..r ,ilitary use at the request of the Air

Foi- e and was not an off-the- heif commercial engine

purchase. There are two contractors, A and B, who produce

two separate engines, Al and BI, respectively that are close

su-titutes--that is, either engine may be used in the

aircraft without affecti"ng the aircraft's performance

characteristics. These contracts totalling thirteen in

numb: were utili;zed in the total procurement of engine's Al

and B; hence, the sample is th population as defined in

this case. In other words, every A! and B engine built and

sold was b!-ilt under and sold .hrough one of the thirteen

co..ntacts or ivodifications to these contracts.

All of these contracts have modifications to them
c.Jdong some modifications which are complete rewrites of

-asic contracts or original agreements. A rewrite

.. ino the basic contract all modifications to

the basic contract prior to the rewrite, plus new terms and

co.doions being negotiated at the time of the rewrite. The

modifi -ations may be unilatelally issued by the Air Force or

hl aterally issued by the contractor and the Air Force

together; however, Loth types of modifications must remain
oro.- the scope of the basic contract accurding to the

Fe.deral A:cUisition Regulation, part 43.201. Authority for

both types of modifications comes from clauses included in
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the basic contract--primarily the changes clause which is

required in all contracts by the Federal Acquisition

.elation, part 43.201. Bilateral agreements are called

sotpplerental agreements and represent an agreement by both

partijes; hence, "bilateral agreements create new and

different legal celations: between the parties and are, in

effect, new contracts. They must fulfill all the

requi-r s necessary for a valid contract" (Contract

Adm at1on, Volume II, !93, p. 50).: Thus, data

t ale developed from two areas; (1) terms and

conditions for engine procurement in basic contracts; and

, 2)supplemental agreements or bilateral modifications to

basic ontract designed specifically for the procurement of

engineo. Data points or observations are arranged by time

series and cross-section in the data set beginnig with the

:crs. event (where event means engine procurement--in other

words, a contractual signing) in 1970, first calendar

cquater, and the last event in 1987, first calendar quarter.

To- 
%-71.I shows the date of each event for each data point.

7: contracting period analyzed starts at the beginning

of 1970 and runs through the end of 198S. Three of the

thirteen contracts are still in effect--two coitracts with

contractor A and one with contractor B. Table 4.2 shows the

chronology of these contracts. Of the thirteen original

-. Authority source is Federal Acquisition Regulation, parts
43 iI, 43.102, a-d 43.103.
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Table 4.1

Data Pc-.nts by Date of Occurrence (year:quarter)

.vatiO Date

1 1970:1
1970:1
1970:1

4 1972:1
51972:1

5 1972:

7 1975:1
3 1975:3
9 1975:3

1IC 1975:3
11 1975:4
1 ' 1976:2

12 1976:2
14 1976:2
15 1976 :2

1976:2
17 1977:4
18 1977:4
.. 1978:4
20 1978:4

21 i1979:3
22 1980:1
23 1980:2
24 10P1:3
25 1981:3
26 1982:3
27 1984:1
3 1984:1

29 1984:1
30 1984:1

1984:1
32 1984:1
33 1984.1
34 1984:1
35 1984 1
35 31984:1
37 1984:1
39 1984:1

40 1984:4
41 1986:1
42 1937 :1
43 1987:1
44 1987:1
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Table 4.2

Chronology of Engine Contracts

C..tract Time Period Contract is
in Effect

1 1970 to 1972
( rewrite) 1972 to 1975

L (rewriz) 1975 to 1977
1976 to 1978

3 9775 to 1977
3A (rewrite) 1977 to 1931
4 1978 to 1981
5 1979 to 1981
6 1980 to 1982
7 1979 to 1981
7A (.e;rite) 1981 to 1983
3 1980 to 198:
C! 1982 to 1984
9A (rewrite) 1984

10 1983 to 1985
11 1984 to present
1 1934 to present
13 1984 to present

cot i: a t, twelve are with contractor A, and one is with

contractor Z. Contractor A initially won the award in 1970

t design, develop, and test an engine according to military

-pecLfications--options for future production buys for the

Air Force and the Navy were included as well., Contractor

A fulfilled 2.0^ peruent of all Air Force requirements for

thls en.gine through 1)84. in 1384, a competitive bid was

-- Initially, this was to be a joint buy with the Navy. The
Navy was going to use the engine in a newly developed model
cf one of its older aircraft; however, due to monetary
considerations, the Navy continued with the original engine
that was utilized in the older model aircraft.
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again held for Air Force procurement requirements for this

engi:,e for fiscal years' 1935 through 1990. This

competition resulted ii contractor A and B being awarded

preznately 25 percent and 75 percent respectively for the

Air Fr>re s requirements for this engine for fiscal year

I?85 approximrately oIe-half each (i.e., fifty per cent to

co~tractor A and fifty per cent to contractor B) of the Air

Force s requirement S for this engine for fiscal years' 1986,

1C"7 and 1988 were awarded to each contractor. These fiscal

year buys are annual options that may be exercised by the

Air Frc each year.

in summary, eighty-one days were spent within the

airoroft engine contracting division at an Air Force

installation thoroughly reviewing thirteen contracts and

vewrLtes, lus approximately fifteen-hundred

modificati.ns (unilateral and bilateral combined). Many

juet .... aU a.swer sessions were conducted with Air Force

engine .oiiractng officers relative to these engine

-1tracts und their respective modifications as well as

discussions centering on Air Force contracting in general.

From t?.is, forty-four data points were developed: data

points are defined as events that represent actual

contractual engine buys. The discussion that follows

explains the dependenu and independent variables utilized in

eacn data point.
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4.2. Description of Variables

4.2.1. Type

The dependent variable TYPE measures the contractual

t1 h- es" of these contracts utilizing the type of price

ea*h engine procurement or option to procure.

Contractual tightness is a measure of ex ante specification;

that is, it is a measure of how much the price is "nailed

down" when the contract is being written and signed. In

other words, contractual tightness gauges how deterministic

the price is or how price changes in response to future

events. For example, (1) is the price firmly fixed and

spezifiid thu being totally independent of future events

,i.e., Price does not change when contingencies occur that

were unanti.zipated ex ante', or (2) is the price fixed and

specified but responsive to contingencies not anticipated ex

ante thr:ough formulaic means for example, or (3) is the

price not fixed but flexible to any anticipated or

unanticipated event through, for example, renegotiations.

The last example implies a coptract price that is "loose,"

while the second and first examples imply contract prices

that are contractually tighter than the third example. The

first pricing example is the tightest contractually of the

three examples because more of the price is nailed down ex

ante and not left to future determination.
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Table 4,3 shows the types of contract categories by

compensation arrangement or price and the values assigned to

each type. Types of prices listed in Table 4.3 were the

types of prices found in the thirteen contracts in eitnel

the basie contracts or modifications to the basic contracts.

After several discussions with Air Force contracting

-ff~cs within the engine contracting division, the

ssjuencs cf price types and the numbering scheme used that

reflects each specific type cf price in the data set evolved

using the Jefinition of contractual tightness defined above

which addresses how much the price is nailed down cx ante.

:specifically, the Air Force engine contracting officers

fmlt that changes -n cctractual tightness moving

seqce::ti~ly from one type of price to another was the same

etwe; each type of price. For example, a movement from a

flXed-price with economic price adjustment to a firm-fixed-

!,has the same degrees of change in contractual

tightness as a movement from L fixed-price incentive

{su.cessive targets) to a not-to-exceed fixed-price

incentive (successive targets;^ - and vice versa.

A not-to-exceed fixed-price incentive (successive
targets) is contractually tighter than a fixed-price
incentive (successive targets) because the former price
assumes production cost (pricing information) is sufficient
to allow for the negotiation of a not-to-exceed price ex
ante to facilitate contractual performance while
negotiations ensue to reach a fixed-price incentive
,successive targets); however, production costs are not
sufficient ex ante in the case of a fixed-price incentive
(successive targets) to allow contractual performance to
start before targets are established.
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Table 4.3

Contract Prices by Type

TYPE Numbers assigned

to TYPE*

Firm-fixed price 9

Fixed-price with economic price adjustment 8

Fixed-price with partial economic price
adjustment 7

Not-t-exceed price with economic price
adjustment 6

Not-to-exceed price 5

Fixed-price incentive (firm target) 4

Not-to-exceed price/fixed-price incentive
(firm target) 3

Not-to-exceed price/fixed-price incentive
(successive targets) 2

Fixed-price incentive (successive targets) 1

"Prices are assigned continuous values that reflect
movements in contractual tightness. Nine is the "tightest"
price contractually while one is the "loosest" price
contractually.
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In summary, the dependent variable TYPE is a continuous

variable that measures contractual tightness utilizing types

of prices found in the thirteen basic contracts and their

modifications. There are nine basic types of prices in this

data set.

4.2.2. Temporal Uncertainty (TIMPERF)

The time-to-performance variable called TIMPERF

attempts to measure temporal uncertainty in these contracts.

That is, the further into the future a contract is in

effect, the greater the probability that events unforeseen

ex ante will occur. TIMPERF measures the time by calendar

quarters from contract signing or the exercise date of an

option by the Air Force to the first calendar quarter of the

calendar year in which the engine is delivered. Air Force

engine contracting officers view contractual performance to

ave occurred when an engine is received by the Air Force,

and it is operationally ready to place in an aircraft.

There are some instances where TIMPERF is negative
reiative to cohtractor A. Specifically, the engine has been

delivered to the Air Force before the type of price and a

specific price was agreed to between the Air Force and

contractor A. Not-to-exceed pricing was used in these

cases, and firm prices were not negotiated until after the

engines had been delivered. In the cases of firm prices
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with negative time-to-performance, the TIMPERF variable is

truncated at zero when using formal econometric procedures

to test the significance of this variable, because there is

no temporal uncertainty associated with a past event. A

listing of TIMPERF is in Table 4.4.

4.2.2. Repatation (DISPUTE)

Air Force contracting officers within the engine

contracting division view reputation of a defense contractor

as a function of that firm's leadership, the leadership of

the parent company [4, land the leadership of the parent

companies' other subsidiaries. It has been their experience

that when disputes arise with defense contracting firms in

general and litigation is involved, parent companies tend to

set litigation policy for all their subsidiaries; therefore,

reviewiun how other subsidiaries handle litigation and how

their respective parent companies handle litigation, plus

the direct past litigation history of the defense

contracting firm itself, gives Air Force contracting

officers an excellent idea ex ante of how defense

contractors tend to handle disputes.

For example, according to Air Force engine contracting

This of course assumes that a defense contracting firm is
owned by a parent company. If this is not the case, then
only the past history of the defense contracting firm is
important in anticipating future means of dispute resolution
ex ante.
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Table 4.4

Time-to-Performance (TIMPERF)

Observation TIMPERF

1 8
116

3 20
4 0
5 12

6 16
-7 -5

8 6
9 10

10 14
i 5

-6
12 3
14 2

is 6
16 0
:i 1

13 5
'9 1
20 1

0
3

24 2
25 2

26 2
27 0
28 16
29 20
30 24
31 8
32 12
3' 16
34 20
35 24
36 4
37 4
38 8
39 12
40 -4
41 0
42 4
43 8
44 12
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officers, if a defense contracting firm has a history of

settling disputes through administrative or judicial means

rather than negotiation, and this also seems to be the case

relative to that same firm's parent company and their

respective subsidiaries, then Air Force contracting officers

Se.-- ante this type of behavior to continue.

Conve.rseiy, if a defense contracting firm's history of

soertl Lng disputes is through negotiation more than

ad ministrative or judicial means, plus this is also the case

with that firin''s parent company and other subsidiaries, then

the Air Force contracting officers in the engine contracting

diVlSi[n expect this ex ante to be the case in the future.

The bottom line on firms' reputation according to Air Force

engine contracting officers is this: the past history of

disputes resolution of the defense contracting firm, its

parent ccmpany, and the parent companies' other subsidiaries

are all important indicators of a defense contractor's

reputation ex ante.

To ensure that information on defense contractors,

their respective parent companies, and the parent companies

oth7er subsidiaries geLs to each contracting officer in the

eu.gine contracting division, each contracting officer who is

in charge of contracts with a particular defense contracting

f-rm is required by the Deputy Director of Contracting for

the engine contractinj division to read publications such as

the Federal Contracts Report published weekly by the Bureau
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of National A4fairs. In this weekly publication are

summaries of cases argued and determined at various

]udicial levels such as the Armed Services Board of Contract

Appeals, United States District Court system, and the

Federal Appellate Court system. I found several articles

describing decisions rendered relative to both contractor A

and B, their respective parent companies, and their other

subsidiaries as well. Past issues of this publication are

kept on file in the engine contracting division for review

by contracting officers when appropriate. Also, other

milar publications are received by the engine contracting

cdivssic:; such as Contract Management, Aerospace Daily, and

r 7-eaes from the Public Affairs department of the

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense. These

publications, like the Federal Contracts Report, inn. ,de

summaries of cases argued and decided relative to d.fense

contracting firms, their parent companies, and their

subsidiaries.

To construct this variable, I looked at cases argued

a.d determined relative to contractor's A and B, their

respective parent companies, and the parent companies' other

subsidiaries as well. This included appeals to contracting

Argued and determined implies the case has been
previously argued and the decision has been rendered on a
:ertain date. The date the decision is rendered is the date
used in constructing this variable in time series by
calendar quarters.
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officer decisions filed by both defense contracting firms,

their parent companies, and their subsidiaries, as well as

app;alsfled by the military departments in the Armed

Services Board of Contract Appeals. Also, suits and appeals

ace uad t t were filed by private citizens and private

-::"" a gao the de f n firms and/or theiI- rej e
t.... c ....es and their subsidiaries and vice versa in

the ....... d..bates DistirJct Court system, the UnTited States

13.. 1 C 1 -t te Comptroller Gener dl- and the

:ederal Appellate Court system. Suits and appeals filed by

pi v--t- citizens, and private firms were
-_ : -> reV *. -LI -, i a -. -

....because these ,cases do represent a failure by

h :,h contractual parties to reach a solution to a dispute

thr.u.h negotiations.

Fifty-five cases were recorded involving contractor A,

.- actor A! parent company, and their subsidiaries, while

ohorty four cases were recorded involving contractor B,

co ntract;r E's paret company, and their subsidiaries.

Contractor A's team won twenty- four cases while losing

twenty-s;K, and contractor E's team won fifteen and lost

eighteen. It was not clear to me from reading summaries of

-, Bid protests by defense contracting firms are filed with
the Comptroller General. Specifically, when a public
contracting firm feels their bid for a public contract was
not fairly considered by the government, a "bid protest" may
be filed with the Comptroller General. The case is
informally argued before the Comptroller General who renders
a final decision which may not be appealed.
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the proceedings who won five of contractor A's cases and one

of contractor B's cases. For a synopsis of all these cases,

see Tables' 4.5 and 4.6 respectively for contractor A and B.

Also, Table 4 .7 shows the chronology and the actual number

of cases argued and determined for both contractors annually

from 1960 to 1980, inclusive. Given that Air Force

contracting officers generally change assignments within

five years and in addition periodically read publications

Ohat summarize cases argued and determined through

a.iminio:rative or judicial means relative to defense

contracting firms, their respective parent companies and

ther subsidiaries, the reputation variable is constructed

using the number of current plus past cases argued and

dater-mned for the current observation. For example, the

first event in the data set occurred in the first calendar

quarter, 1970: for contractor A, the reputation variable,

DISPUTES, was constructed for the first event by adding

together the number of cases argued and determined in the

first calendar quarter, 1970, with the number of cases

argued and determined for the last twenty calendar quarters

or five years (i.e., 1965-1969 inclusive) involving

contractor A, their parent company, and the parent companies

subsidiaries. The same construction was used for all other

observations for contractor A, and all observations for

DISPUTE were constructed in the same manner for contractor B

.aT woll. Thus, an observation for DISPUTE for either
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Table 4 .5

Liti _gated4 outcom2s--Contractor A

Pin eriod 1.960', first quarter to 1988, last quarter

Co racorA - 55 total litigated outcomes

-Ar;,ned Services Board of Contract Appeals
-- total - 3

--- won - 2
--- lost - 2

-C~f~r~l 7 eneral (bid protests)
-- tot al -2

:d St ates Court Syc.temn

_ UncodStates Supreme Court
- -- to-tal - 1.

---- won -

L'lost - 1

-- ULte t'at-es. District Court System
-- toal -30

-- wo -0 1
1--ls r) t

o -L: Ioud nt 'ct elIe - 5

-United States Appellate Court System
--- to~tal - 16

---- won -

---- lost -10

- -. Tjniited States Court of Clai;,ms
--- total - '

---- won -

---ls S
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Table 4.6

Litigated Outcomes--Contractor B

Time Period: 1960, first quarter to 1988, last quarter

C ntractor E - 34 litigated outcomes

-Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
--total - 18

---won - I0
--- lost - 7
---could not determine - 1

-Ccmptroller General (bid protests)
---total - 10

--- won - 0
---lost - 10

-United States Court System

--United States District Court System
---total - 3

---- won - 2
---- lost - 1

--United States Appellate Court System
---total - 1

- --- won - 1
.... lost - 0

--United States Court of Claims
---total - 2

----won - 2
---- lost - 0
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Table 4.7

Litigated Outcomes for Contractors' A and B

Time Period: 1960 to 1988 inclusive (annual data)

Date Contractor A Contractor B

1960 0 1
1961 0 2
1962 0 0
1963 1 2
1964 0
1965 1 1
1966 0 0
1967 0 2
1968 1 0
1969 0 3
1970 0 0
1971 1 0
1972 0 2
1973 1 1
1974 0 0
1975 0 2
1976 0 0
1977 1 1
1978 2 1
1979 3 1
1980 5 1
1981 1 0
1982 0 4
1983 4 0
1984 3 1
1985 6 0
1986 7 2
1987 6 1
1988 13 3
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contractor consists of the number of cases argued and

ditermined for twenty-one calendar quarters (i.e., the

number of cases argued and determined in the calendar

quarter of the current event plus the number of cases argued

and determined during the last twenty calendar quarters).

in summary, the reputation variable is comprised of

the number of cases argued and determined relating to

contractors' A and B, their respective parent companies, and

their parent companies other subsidiaries. Cases

researched involved the Armed Services Eoard of Contract

Appeals, the Comptroller General, the United States District

Court system, the United States Claims Court, and the

Tederal Appellate Court system. A current observation for

either contractor for the reputation variable, DISPUTE,

includes the number of cases argued and determined in the

calendar quarter of the current event plus the last twenty

calendar quarters or the last five years of cases argued and

determined for a total of twenty-one quarters of cases

argued and decided for each observation. See Table 4.8 for

a listing of DISPUTE.

4.2.4. Technological Uncertainty (ECP)

Technological uncertainty is measured by engineering

change proposals that are directed and approved by the Air

Force and developed by the defense contractor. Per
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Table 4.8

Litigated Outcomes (DISPUTE)

Observation DISPUTE

1 2
2 2
3 2
4 2
5 2
6 2
7 1
8 1
9 1

10 1
11 1
12 1
13 1

14 1
15 1
16 1
17 1
18 1
19 3
20 3
21 6
22 10
23 11
24 12
25 12
26 12
27 14
28 14
29 14
30 14
31 7
32 7
33 7
34 7
35 7
36 14
37 7
38 14
39 14
40 13
41 15
42 7
43 7
44 7
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Department of Defense-Standard-480A dated 12 April 1978,"

engineering change proposals are developed to correct

deficiencies in the engine, the engine's support equipmenys

and other items such as documentation. Engineering change

jrcposals are implemented through unilateral modifications

to basic contracts authorized by the changes clause in the

Zederal Acquisition Regulation, part 52.243-1. As discussed

in Chapter II, section C, the changes clause allows the

contracting officer to make changes to "drawings, designs,

or specifications when the supplies to be furnished are to

be specifically manufactured for the government in

accordance with the drawings, designs, or specifications"

without contractor approval. There are two types of

- This standard or military specification entitled
Configuration Control Engine Changes, Deviations and
Waivers, provides definitions and procedures for the
development and implementation of engineering change
proposals.

- Support equipment is any piece of equipment that is
utilized in maintaining the readiness of the engine. An
example would be engine test stands used to sapport engines
removed from the aircraft for maintenance. 'dote: from this
point on I'll iefer to deficiencies relative to the engine
CL the engines' support equipment simply as engine
deficiencies; however, this implies both engine or engine
suppoit equipment deficiencies. Approximately ninety-six
percent of total Air Force appr ved engineering change
proposals in this data set are for the engine and the
romaining six percent for the P,,gines' support equipment.
Engine support equipment is considered part of the
techological uncertainty vaiable, because it is an
integral part of engine procurement--the Air Force does not
by the engine without the engine' s support equipment
because the engine cannot be maintained without the support
equipment.
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engineering change proposals according to Department of

Defense-Standard-480A Class I and Class II. Department of

Defense-Standai-d-480A states: "An engineering change to a

privately developed item shall be classified Class I when it

affects the contractually specified form, fit or function of

the item. . . . An engineering change shall be classified

Class II when it does not fall within the definition of a

Class I engineering change ... Examples of a Class II

engineering change are: (a) a change in documentation only

(e.g., correction of errors, addition of clarifying notes or

views) or (b) a change in hardware (e.g., substitution of an

alternative material) which does not affect any factor

listed in (the Class I definition]" (p. 5). Only Class I

engineering changes to the engine and the engine's support

equipment we.-e considered in the construction of this

variable.

After several discussions with Air Force engine

contracting officers, it became clear that past history of

deficiencies with the engines and the engines' support

equipment was not necessarily a good predictor of future

technological problems ex ante as past firm behavior was

relative to dispute resolution (reputation) ex ante. More

specifically, the engine contracting officers stated they

know when technological uncertainty will be high and when it

will be low ex ante given the age of the engine where age is

defined as the time period extending from engine development
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(i.e. , whein an engine is fully assembled and ready to flight

test for the first time) to the current event. They stated

that the age of an engine is relatively short or new,
expe-tation -n ante of future deficiencies in engines and

thEi ,upport eqcuipment are high. when the age of an engine

zelat-vely long or old, expectations of future engine

Je oiencles are low. In the case of engine Al, it begen

f LigJht t s-ting in 1972 and oper-ational flying ' i.e. , the

: o f day-to- .ay"" Air Foie missions after the coi,ipletion

f: the flignt te s phase1 in 1273 and initially encountered

-.ilbstai-tlal engine deficiencies that peaked in 1976 and

slowly descended with some small peaks and valleys until

136 where engine deficiencies sharply increased again

throulgh the end of 198 (i.e., the end of the data set).

Engine Bl ended flight test in 1985 and began operational

flying in 1986 experiencing a gradual increase in engine

deficiencies which peaked in 1987 and declined through 1983.

Again, both engines' deficiencies were corrected through

engineering change proposals directed by the Air Force,

developed by defense contractors, and approved by the Air

Force for implementation on engines in production as well as

approval for retrofit to engines operationally flying

utilizing contractor developed retrofit kits. Statistically

speaking, Air Force engine contracting officers may not know

e exact numbers of deficiencies which will occur on a

newly developed engine, but they do have knowledge
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concernlng the distribution of the technological uncertainty

variablE ex ante. Eecause of this, the assumption of

perfect Ioresight ex ante relative to technological

n certcinty (i.e., number of engine deficiencies occurring

uj- to the next event) .ias used in constructing this

variable.

An observation for the vaiiable technological

titic e the number of Air Force approved

engineei ing change proposals for thie current time period
p. s _n:umber ci Air Force approved engineering change

proposals for each calendar quarter up to but not including

t.e next o: zaszng event (where event is a contractual

signing meaning engins ,ere procured). For example, the

first een in the data set is the first calendar quarter of

1970. For contractor A, the technological uncertainty

va~±ah for 1970, first calendar quarter, includes the

number of Air Force approved engineering change proposals

d.,g the first calendar quarter, 1970, and the number of

Air -ace approved engineering change proposals for

contractor A for every future calendar quarter up to but not

including the calendar quarter of the next event. The date

of the next event in the data set is the first calendar

quarter, 1972; therefore, the observation for technological

uncertainty relative to contractor A for the first quarter,

1970, includes the number of Air Force approved engineering

change proposals for contractor A for the first calendar
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quarter of iA97J, plus the next three calendar quarters of

1970, plus all four calendar quarters for 1971 for a total

of eight calendar quarters of Air Force approved engineering

change proposals. The same procedure is used for contractor

E's teohnolog:cal uncertainty observations as well beginning

in 1934 when± the engine was being developed and flighL

tested. Table 4.9 shows the number of annual Air Force

approved engineering change proposals for both contractors.

In summary, the technological uncertainty variable is a

for;ward looking variable that is measured using engineering

.ha:,ge proposals which oorrect engine and engine support

equipment deficiencies and are directed by the Air Force,

developed by contractors' A and B, and approved by the Air

Force. Only Class I engineering change proposals are

considered in the construction of this variable since only

class I engineering change proposals specifically change the

form, fit, or fuiction of the engine or its support

equipment. An observation for this variable for either

contractor consists of the number of Air Force approved

engineering change proposals that occurred during the

calendar quarter of the event, plus the number of Air Force

approved engineering change proposals occurring in all

future calendar quarters up to but not including the

calendaz quarter of the next event. See Table 4.10 for a

listing of ECP.
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Table 4.9

Engineering Change Proposals for Contractor's A and B

Timiie Period: 1970 to 1988 inclusive (annual data)

Date Contractor A Contractor B*

1970 1

1971 4

1972 7

1973 51

1974 75

1975 146

1976 147

1977 90

1978 77

1979 66

1980 58

1981 59

1982 62

1983 63

.984 47 1

1985 53 8

1986 19 42

1987 32 56

1988 99 40

*Contractor B did not receive a contract for its engine

until 1984.
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Table 4.10

Technological Uncertainty (ECP)

Cbservation ECP

1 5
-2 5

3 5
4 133
5 133
6 13d

7 60
3 12
9 12

10 12

11 116
12 161
13 161
14 161
15 161

161

17 103
18 103
19 43
20 43
21 31
22 10
23 76
24 67
25 67
25 89
27 42
23 43
29 43
30 43
31 51
32 51
33 51
34 51
35 51
36 43
37 51
38 43
39 43
40 57
41 150
42 96
43 96
44 D6
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Chapter 5

EMPIRICAL ESTIMATION

In this section I estimate the relationship between

csntractual tightness (TYPE) and time-to-performance

(TIMPERF), reputation (DISPUTE), and technological

uloertainty IZCF) given by the following equation:

T7PE.. = 4 11, TIMPERF + 21 DISPUTE + 5-ICE. + o.

where i =, 2, (firm specific: contractor A Dc B)
t 1 , 2, 2, ..... 44 (data points in time se-ies)

an independently distributed random erro: term

:,ocording to the hypotheses presented above, 2. and 2.

sou"ld be negative while B3 is positive. I estimated this

relationship using three different estimating techniques on

a personal computer using LIMDEP (Ve-,sion 5) by William

Greene: ordinary least squares, two-stage least squares,

and ordered probit.

5... Ordinary Least Squares

Ordinary least squares yields unbiased estimators when

the error term is random and is independently and

identically distributed. Also, it must be drawn from a

normal distribution with mean zero and not be
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contemporaneously correlated with the right-hand-side

variables. Using ordinary least squares, the estimates in

Table 5.! were oLtained. The two column3 in Table 5.1 are

the estimates for two different regressions run using

ci:r-nary least sqcares. The first column is estimates of

the basic model while the second column represents the basic

model plus a time trend (QTRELP) added to the right-hand-

side variables. The time trend may proxy for a learning

curve relativ tc technological uncertainty. Specifically,

when a new engine is developed, problems with that engine

ge erally iccur initially because engineers are limited in

their ability to build new engines that are on the leading

I-geoftechnology "perfectly". As time passes, problems

that develop with the engine are corrected as engineers

learn what causes the problems and then learn how to fix

these problems. The time trend was constructed using the

nu.nber of calendar quarters that have elapsed from the first

event or contractual signing to the calendar quarter of the

curient event inclusive. For example, the last observation

cccurred in 1987, the first calendar quarter. The time

trend observation for that event was sixty-nine.

Specifically, seventeen years plus one calendar quarter had

elapsed from the first event of 1970, first calendar

quarter. That is a total of sixty-eight calendar quarters

plus one for the current observation making a total of

sixty-nine. The time trend observation for the first event
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Table 5.1

Ordincary Least Squares Estimates

IStai-da;. Errors in Brackets)

(T-ratios in Parentheses)

[Significance Levels in Eoxe]

INDEPENDENT REGRESSIONS
VARIABLES (1) (2)
CONSTANT 3.1067 1.3307

f0.7033} {0.5436}
(4.4170) (3.3680)
[0.0001] [0.00171

TIMPERF -0.0676 -0.0729
{0.0351} {0.0252)
-1.9220) (-2.8930)

10.0617] [0.0062]

DISPUTE 0.5379 0.2835
(0.0478) {0.0532}
(11.2440) (5.3250)
[0.00001 [o.0000]

ECP -0.0080 -0.0124
(0.0054) (0.0039)
(-1.4840) (-3.1740)
[0.1457] [0.0029]

QTRELP 0.0821
(0.0131}
(6.2430)
[0.0000]
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which occurred in 1970, first calendar quarter, is one. The

time trend variable (QTRELP) was constructed in this manner

to specifically measure a learning curve effect on

technological u'icertainty by taking into account the time

periods between contractual events. That is, the longer the

gap between contractual events, the greater the learning

curve effect on technological uncertainty. Table 5.2 lists

the time trend variable.

In both regressions, the ordinary least squares

estimates are consistent with the hypotheses presented in

Chapter 2. . and P. are negative and B. is positive. The

time trend is very significant and substantially improves

the significance of TIMPERF and ECP. This also seems to

suggest there is a learning curve effect relative to

technological uncertainty. This implies that as

technological uncertainty decreases, less contractual terms

are left to future determination, which tightens the

contract. The time trend's affect on the coefficient of

TIMPERF is controlling for the effect of less technological

uncertainty on duration. The fact that longer contracts are

more recent implies there is less technological uncertainty,

which tends to tighten contractual stringency. This works

opposite the direct effect of duration oil contractual

strinqency: as duration increases, contractual stringency

decreases. Thus, the time trend is controlling for an

opposite, indirect effect of technological uncertainty on
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Table 5.2

Time Trend Variable

Observation QTRELP

1 1
2 1
3 1
4 9
5 9
6 9
7 21
0 -3

9 23
10
1I 24
12 26
13 26
14 26
15 26
16 26
17 32
18 32
19 36
20 36
21 39
22 41
23 42
24 47
25 47
26 51
27 57
28 57
29 57
30 57
31 57
32 57

33 57
34 57
35 57
36 57
37 57
38 57
39 57
40 60
41 65
42 69
43 69
44 69
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the coefficient of TIMPERF. Finally, I think it is

important to note that the reputation variable, DISPUTE, is

significant at the one percent level in both regressions.

Tc further test the original specification of the

model, a dummy variable was utilized in an attempt to

capture additional firm-specific effects beyond those

already specified in the model. A dummy variable was

created which utilized one's for contractor A's events and

zeros for contractor B's events. The omitted category was

contractor B's firm-specific effects. If this dummy

variable was significant, this would imply there are firm-

specific effects (i.e., contractor A is significantly

different from contractor B) beyond those already specified

in the model. The dummy variable was both positive and

significant at the one percent level when included in the

original model without the time trend. Its effect on the

other variables was the same as the time trend's effect

shown in Table 5.1. That is, coefficient signs and levels

of significance were the same for time-to-performance and

reputation using either the firm-specific dummy variable or

the time trend in the regression. Technological uncertainty

was negative but only significant at the four percent level

using the dummy variable versus being significant at the one

percent level when using the time trend only. Using the

time trend in conjunction with the firm-specific dummy

variable Lendered the firm-specific dummy variable
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insignificant. The time trend was still significant at the

one percent level as were all other variables.

A third specification of the model was run using

ordinary least squares to control for the switch from a sole

source environment (1970 to 1984 where contractor A only

provided the engines) to a competitive environment (1984 to
1938 where contractor A and B both provided engines). In

this case, as technological uncertainty decreased over time,

contract price should become looser; however, the opposite

occurred. Contract prices from 1984 to 1988 became tighter

because the Air Force was in a stronger bargaining position

at the end of 198L due to the introduction of contractor B

into the engine procurement process. After the engine

sourcing environment became competitive, the Air Force was

better able to "nail down" more pricing terms and conditions

ex ante because both contractors were more conciliatory

towards the Air Force in this competitive environment.

Specifically, both contractors feared loosing "business" to

:he other contractor if concessions the Air Force wanted

from one or the other contractor was not granted.

A dummy variable was constructed to control for the

market change in sourcing where all events (data points)

pri& t& 1984 were zeros and all events from 1984 to 1988

were ones. The zeros represent the single sourcing period

fo.r: e engine and the ones represent the dual sourcing for

the engine. The results were basically the same as in the
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case of the firm-specific dummy variables. When the

regression included time-to-performance, reputation,

technological uncertainty and the dummy variable controlling

for competitive effects (period from 1984 to 1988),

technological uncertainty and reputation were significant at

the one percent level and of the correct sign. The dummy

variable was positive and significant at the three percent

level while technological uncertainty was negative and

significant at the seven percent level. When the

com petitive effects dummy variable was run with the time

trend, it was negative and significant at the one percent

level while the time trend was positive and significant at

the one percent level. All other variables were of the

correct sign and significant at the one percent level except

time-to-performance which was insignificant due to

multicollinearity with the competitive effects dummy

variable (i.e., both variables are picking up the effects of

competitive sourcing). The negative sign and the

significance of the competitive effects dummy variable in

con]unction with the positive sign and significance of the

time trend suggests the original model was misspecified.

The negative sign and the significance of the competitive

effects dummy variable suggests that in competitive markets,

firms- find it more difficult to appropriate quasi-rents
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implying contracts can be less stringent.. The positive

sign and the significance of the time trend in conjunction

with the significance of the competitive effects sourcing

dummy variable may suggest there is a learning curve and

that the time trend is not just controlling for the switch

in the type of engine procuring markets (i.e., from sole

source to competitive). This further suggests the firm-

specific dummy variable is performing the same function as

the time trend described above but is not designed to

capture the learning curve from technological uncertainty as

well as the time trend. Also, this provides evidence the

model should be specified with the time trend included to

capture learning curve effects. What is important to

notice, however, is that in the three different testings of

the original specification of the basic model (i.e. time

trend, firm-specific dummy variable and competitive effects

dummy variable), time-to-performance, reputation and

technological uncertainty were always of the correct sign

and significant at or below the four percent level.

The drawback to using ordinary least squares, in this

case, is TIMPERF and ECP are endogenously determined. Both

variables are contemporaneously correlated with the error

term which violates the error term assumptions expressed

abo"ve. Specifically, TIMPERF, measures the time period from

-- This conclusion was suggested by Professor Crocker, my

committee supervisor.
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J.te :f con -t signing to the date of contractual
JI ai t.... . Ths time period, however, is a negotiated or

-,:. gen.$-l cIter-ned tim : ,er 3d between the Air Force

-,-ctors t A and E Conversely, the fact tat an

.. i :cjne proposal czcurs is exogenously

ter"yi: ,e - , but the way I -,2 .structed this variable mnakes it

:ra:-iusly :rre ated with the error term as well.

1 :hange proposals for the current calendar

q' arter plusr :l t... calendar quarters ip to '- u not

..... te.vent o contractual signing. It is t-e

time p-ericd form the current observation to the next event

t cs neg-otiated or endogenously determined which makes

ce ..... lgical uncertainty contemporaneously correlated with

the e r t-erm. Eecause of this problem caused by

endogenous right-hand-side variables, ordinary least squares

ylcelds biased and inconsistent estimates. However, I still

ran ordinary least squares as a preliminary or exploratory

estLmator.

In addition to the problem caused by endogenous right-

hand-side variables, the dependent variable, TYPE, is a

dis:rete choice variable. Using ordinary least squares as

cn estimatincT technique in this case may be inappropriate.

O-dinai y least squares assumes that the underlying dependent

variable contract stringency has been categorized into

equally spaced intervals (Kaplan and Urwit:, 1979). That
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ii, the change in contract stringency between a firm-fixed

price and a firm-fixed price with economic price adjustment

is the same as between a not-to-exceed price and a not-to-

ixceed price with economic price adjustment when in fact

this may not be the case. McKelvey and Zavoina (1975) have

shown that when the dependent variable of an ordinary least

squares regression is measured ordinally rather than on an

interval scale, the expected value of the error term does

not equal zero, the variance of the error term is no'

constant as a function of the independent variables and the

error term is not normally distributed. This directly

implies the ordinary least squares estimator, in this case,

will not be fully efficient (i.e., best linear unbiased

estimator). This suggests further research using different

estimating techniques. Two stage least squares will be used

to correct for the problem of endogenous right-hand-side

variables and ordered probit will be used to correct for the

ordinal measurement of the dependent variable. In the

latter case, the coefficient and t-statistics will still be

tiased due to the endogenous variables time-to-performance

(TIMPERF) and technological uncertainty (ECP). Corrections

for this problem may be found in Murphy and Topel (1985) and

Rivers and Quong (1988).
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5.2. Two-stage Least Squares

To correct for the problem caused by endogenous right-

hand-sC4e *;ariables described above, two-stage least squares

was used. Table 5.3 shows the two-stage least squares

estimates. The first column of estimates is the basic

equation and the second column of estimates is the basic

equation plus the time trend described above. In the first

column of estimates, TIMPERF, and DISPUTE are of the correct

sign but only DISPUTE is significant. ECP is neither

significant nor of the right sign. The second column of

estimates is consistent with my hypotheses showing Z. and

negative and J2. as positive. The time trend is very

significant and ECP is now significant at the ten percent

le;el suggesting that a learning curve is present relative

to technological uncertainty. TIMPERF is significant at the

one percent level after the time trend controlled for the

indirect effect of technological uncertainty on the

coefficient of TIMPERF. As in the ordinary least squares

case, disputes is significant at the one percent level in

both regressions.

The two-stage least squares estimator corrects, to a

certain extent, for the problem caused by endogenous right-

hand-side variables. Because the two-stage least squares

estimator is a legitimate instrumental variable estimator,

it will be consistent. But due to the small sample size
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Table 5.3

Two-stage Least Squares Estimates*

'Standard Errors in Brackets}

(T-ratios in Parentheses)

[Significance Levels in Boxes]

N-EPENDENT REGRESSIONS
VARIADES (1) (2)

CDNSANT 1. 23 21 3.1425
(1.8538) {1.3391}

(0.6650) (2.3470)
[0.5062] [0.0189"

TIMPERF -0.0421 -0.1436
{0.0749} {0.0554}
(-0.5620) (-2.5910)
[0.57391 [0.0096]

DISPUTE 0.5826 0.2476
{0.0613} {0.07411
(9.5090) (3.3420)
[0.00001 [o.0008]

ECP 0.0115 -0.0234
{0.0162} {0.0129)
(0.7090) (-1.8050)
[0.4786] [0.0711]

QTRELP 0.0880
{0.0159}
(5.5360)
[0.00001

"Instruments are exogenous right-hand-side variables:
QTRELP, DISPUTE, contractor A disputes, contractor
E disputes, ECP current observation plus the next two years
(two years arbitrarily selected), contractor A and B ECP
current observations plus the next two years, dummy
variable where zero reflects an event for contractor B and
one is an event for contractor A, dummy variable for
competitive sourcing environment where zero implies sole
sourcing time period and one implies a competitive sourcing
time period.
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usei here, the two-stage least squares estimator may still

be biased (i.e., the two-stage least squares estimator is

a.u.d to be unbiased as the number of observations

ayproah infinity). The two-stage least squares estimator

J- not correct for the disciete choice problen.

Two additional specification tests described in the

v dinary least iquares section were run using two stage

least squares. The firm-spevific dummy variable was run

with the original model and was significant at the one

percent level while TIMPERF and DISPUTE were of the correct

0 ign and significant at the one percent level. ECP was of

the corupot sign but not significant. When the firm-

specific dumiy variable was run with the time trend, it was

not significant. The competitive effects dummy variable was

utilized with the original model and was positive and

significant at the three percent level while TIMPERF and

DISPUTE were of the correct sign and significant at the four

percent and five percent levels respectively. When the

f-im-specific dummy variable was run in conjunction with the

time trend, it was both negative and significant at the

seven percent level while the time trend was positive and

significant at the one percent level. These results are

basically the same as in the ordinary least squares section.
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3 Ccder.ld Probit

The ordered probit estimator was used to correct for

tne d:rcEt hc problem described in the ordinary least

squares sectlon above. -he ordered probit estimator does

oct corrco the problem caused by endogonous right-hand-side

variables, which neans the estimator is potentially both

r-asecd and ioconsistent. The dependent variable (TYPE)

categories ;ere changed frcm nine categories (see Table 4.3

above) to five to reduce the number of cells required in,

running this model. This allows the ordered probit model,

w c,,u ~mSt be estimated using maximum likelihood techniques,

to converge and yield estimates. See Trable 5.4 for a list

cf the new categories for the dependen-t variable, TYPE.

Table 5.5 shows the estimates from the ordered probit

estimator. The first column is the basic equation while the

second column is the basic equation plus a time trend. In

both cases, my hypothesis are supported because Z, and f2-

are negative and 2. is positive. The time trend in column

two is significant at the one percent level. It improves

the significance of TIMPERF and ECP from the five percent

level of significance to the two percent and one percent

level of significance respectively. As described above, the

significance of the time trend provides evidence that a

.eazning curve is present relative to technological

uncertainty. The time trend also controls for the indirect
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Table 5.4

Dependent Variable (TYPE) Categories for Ordered Probit

TYPE Numbers Assigned to TYPE*

iim- f ixed-price 4

Fixed-price with
economic price
adjustment 3

:ot-to-e::ceed price

Fixed-price incentive
(firm target)

Fix:ed-price incentive
(successive targets)

-Prices are assigned continuous values that reflect
i ,cvements in contractual tightness. Four is the "tightest"
price contractually while zero is the "loosest" price
c ontractually.

effect of technological uncertainty on the coefficient of

TIMPEPF in this case as well. Finally, DISPUTE is

significant at the one percent level as in the previous two

cass using the crdiiary least squares and the two-stage

least squares estimators.

The firm-specific dummy variable and the competitive

effects dummy variable described in the ordinary least

_-Iuarer section wiere run with the original model to test

different zpecifications of the original model. The firm-

specific dummy variable was negative and significant at the

eight percent level while all other variables were of the

correct sign and significant at the one percent level. The
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Table 5.5

Crdered Probit Estimates

'Standard Errors in Brackets'

(T-ratios in Parentheses)

[Significance Levels in Boxes]

INDEPENDENT REGRESSIONS
VARIABLES ( ( 2)

C N-T N S 0.9154 0.i225
0. 705) {0.8245}
(1.6050) (0.1490)
[0.10861 [0.38191

TIMPERF -0.i218 -0.1690
{0.0513} (0.0600}

(-2.3740) -2.8150)
[0.0176] [0.00491

DISPUTE 0.4281 0.3130
k0.1045} {o.ioo3}
(4.0970) (3.1220)

[0.0000] [0.00181

DC? -0.0104 -0.0213

{0.0054} {0.0071}
(-1.9240) (-3.0190)
[0.0543] [0.0025]

QTRELP 0.0921
(0.0352}
(2.6140)
[0 . 0090
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t eeffects dummy va,-iable was insignificant while

,il -.... variables were cf the correct sign and significant

at :he one percent level. When run in conjunction with the

time ::end, t,,e firm-specific dummy variable and the time
signicant. The competitive f-t- ",umny

trend wt-_Q not s i i J.. . .. . . c

Va5_ 2i6 a . . ive but no.t significant when run with the

time tLn: which was positive and significant at the seven

c--cant evel
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

,. aper examines the importance of time to

=ont -actua i) performance, technological uncertainty, and

fi-:s' reputation in determi',i-.g contractual tightness of

-r .raft engine contracts negotiated between ' he Air Force

-oontiactozs. Utilizing the type of price

-&t-ed by thEse contracts as a p]ox for contractual

e define_ cntractcal tightness as - measure of

-to specification or a measure of how miuch the price is

' e d;C -...... at ,.e outset of the contractual relationship.

..... a lelational approach to contracting, this paper seeks

:o test, using formal econoetric procedures, the importance

of time--to-performance, firms' reputati-., and technological

... cert- nty in determining contractual tightness measured by

the type of price selected ex ante between the Air Force and

aircraft engine defense contractors. The relational

approach to contracting emphasizes that when contractors

ta,st complex or uncertain environments, many terms

and ;ondltions of contracts ar often left to future

determination. Using this relational approach to

cl-Intracting, than specifying all obligations under

thL csntract at the outset, avoids constraining a firm to

actions that imay not be optimal when contractual performance
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cuz~th> inentve'for f ir,,,s t-o utilize cotyef forts

... to..~aIpe rf o-rmaice ex post are slubztantially

F<' i2Lty-ru data pc' ts f or this anaa s s cam e f ro,

7i -irce c~tat htp-ocue a certair, type of

i mtw.. def,- ns- cotat~.Tho -es,.lts

.~d . ~iC tC~ c~and. Lt-cnLi -g4Ja~l

contirac'tual --il -.~z dec reases but *wuen a f~r -"I

~att~: ar sascontractual tiJghtnte, incireas& wcc

uje.t that Alir Torce er, n contractsc are be-ting Y;:i tte i

in an e c o,, ii .c a ILy f ea sib1-1e i-nane 1: The emi cl.esultS-

alar: --7- t q robus--- -t to different estIimating technrques.

This suggelsts the relational app roach to contract,'Jig doe...m

ezrsvire a usCEful framework for analyzing long-term

cconitractual relationships arid is worthy of furthI'er attentron,-
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